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Evil lurks . . . but light still shines through the darkness. Casey Cox is still on the run, fleeing
prosecution for a murder she didn’t commit. Dylan Roberts—her most relentless pursuer—is still
on her trail, but his secret emails claim he knows the truth and wants to help her. He’s let her
escape before, but trust doesn’t come easily. As Casey works to collect evidence about the real
murderers, she stumbles upon another unbearable injustice: an abused child and a suicidal man
who’s also been falsely accused. Should Casey risk her own safety to right this wrong and
protect the little girl from her tormentors? Doing so would be risky and may result in her capture
—and if she’s captured, she has no doubt she’ll be murdered before she ever steps foot in a jail
cell. Full-length romantic suspense novelIncludes discussion questions for book clubsOther
series from Terri Blackstock: Cape Refuge, Newpointe 911, the SunCoast Chronicles, and the
Restoration series

From the Back CoverThis excellent workbook is packed with math practice made of a wealth of
problems and games.This workbook promotes:√ Addition & subtraction√ Decimals & fractions√
Multiplication & division√ Value comparisons√ Reasoning skills• Includes practice pages for
equations, word problems, manipulating fractions, and decimal ordering• Covers place values,
simplifying fractions, comparing numbers, double-digit numbers, and more• Fun themes:
animals, sports, riddles, and more• A certificate of completion ends each section• Perforated
pages for easy removalEducation.com workbooks offer thematic content to actively engage
children and provide them with fun-filled, memorable learning experiences. Written by teachers
and based on subjects educators consider important, these workbooks have been tested by
millions of educators and countless hours of classroom use: 1 in 4 U.S. teachers rely on
Education.com material.See more Education.com workbooks at 
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PRAISE FOR TERRI BLACKSTOCK“Crisp dialogue and unexpected twists make this
compulsive reading, and a final chapter cliffhanger leaves things poised for a sequel.”—
Publishers Weekly on If I Run“A fast-paced, thoroughly mesmerizing thriller, If I Run offers
distinct Christian undertones. Though not preachy, this layering adds to the complexity of this
suspenseful novel. An enthralling read with an entirely unexpected conclusion makes the reader
question if a sequel could be in the works.”—NY Journal of Books“Few writers do mystery/
suspense better than Terri Blackstock, so I leaped at the opportunity to read her latest If I Run . . .
Needless to say, when Book Two comes out, there will be no ‘if’ about it. I’ll run to get in line.”—
Love & Faith in Fiction“If I Run is a gripping suspense novel. Both of the central characters are
very appealing, engaging the reader . . . The tension is palpable throughout and doesn’t let up
until the very end . . . highly recommended.”—Mysterious Reviews“Blackstock’s newest novel, If I
Run, is the best suspense novel I’ve read in decades. Boiling with secrets, nail-biting suspense,
and exquisitely developed characters, it’s a story that grabs hold and never lets go. Read this
one. Run to get it! It’s that good.”—Colleen Coble, USA Today bestselling author of Mermaid
Moon and the Hope Beach series“The exciting and heart-pounding conclusion to Blackstock’s
Moonlighters trilogy is quite a thrill ride. The intrigue and danger come to a dramatic culmination
as the villain gets backed into a corner.”—Romantic Times on Twisted Innocence“Blackstock
fans will be drawn to this third novel in the Moonlighters series with its themes of forgiveness and
second chances. While being able to be read as standalone fiction, readers will enjoy a richer
character understanding having read the previous books.”—CBA Retailers + Resources on
Twisted Innocence“The second book in Blackstock’s Moonlighters series starts off with a
frightening incident and is filled with action from that point forward. A multilayered story of
deception, greed, and secrets unravels at a perfect pace to keep readers interested and
entertained.”—RT Book Reviews, 4-star review of Distortion“Blackstock has such a way with
characters that they can get away with almost anything—like being part of a family with an
unreasonably high body count—and still manage to be believable. Distortion is a good suspense
novel but more than that it brings up a number of attitudes and actions that will have readers
examining their own thought patterns and values.”—Crosswalk.com“Crisp prose, an engaging
story, and brisk pacing make this thriller another home run for Blackstock. Recommend it to
readers who enjoy material by Lynette Eason and Erin Healy.”—Library Journal, starred review
of Downfall“A story rich with texture and suspense, this family murder mystery unfolds with fast
pacing, a creepy clown murder suspect, and threatening blog visitor to boot.”—Publishers
Weekly on Truth Stained Lies“The Restoration series comes to a dramatic end. Blackstock is
absolutely masterful at bringing spiritual dilemmas to the surface and allowing readers to wrestle
with them alongside her characters. This is a fitting conclusion to this unique series.”—RT Book
Reviews, 41/2-star review of Dawn’s Light“Good writing, well-honed descriptive details,
compelling characters, and a conclusion that doesn’t succumb to pat answers keep the pages



turning, making this an engaging novel for fans of Christian nail-biters.”—Publishers Weekly on
Cape Refuge“Blackstock’s superior writing will keep readers turning pages late into the night to
discover the identity of the culprit in this amazing mystery. The unique setting and peek into the
Nashville music scene are fascinating. Suspense lovers are in for a delightful treat.”—RT Book
Reviews, 4½-star review, TOP PICK! on Double Minds, 2009 Nomination for Best Inspirational
Novel“Drawn in from the first line, my heart ached for Kara, Lizzie, and their moving story. The
satisfying end didn’t stop the lingering sadness, as there’s so much more to this novel than just
the life of two little girls and the wounds that should never have been. Ms. Blackstock tactfully
and skillfully deals with the undesirable traits of her characters (promiscuity and subsequent
abortion, which are briefly mentioned). The book is so well written it is hard to believe it’s just
fiction!”—RT Book Reviews, 4-star review of Covenant Child“In a departure from her usual heart-
stopping mysteries, Blackstock delves into the world of a con man who meets his match. This
fast-paced novel doesn’t provide any astounding twists, but the story is incredibly well told and
will keep the reader fascinated until the last page.”—RT Book Reviews, 4-star review of Shadow
in SerenityBOOKS BY TERRI BLACKSTOCKIF I RUN SERIES1 If I Run2 If I’m Found3 If I Live
(coming March 2018)THE MOONLIGHTERS SERIES1 Truth Stained Lies2 Distortion3 Twisted
InnocenceTHE RESTORATION SERIES1 Last Light2 Night Light3 True Light4 Dawn’s LightTHE
INTERVENTION SERIES1 Intervention2 Vicious Cycle3 DownfallTHE CAPE REFUGE
SERIES1 Cape Refuge2 Southern Storm3 River’s Edge4 Breaker’s ReefNEWPOINTE 9111
Private Justice2 Shadow of Doubt3 Word of Honor4 Trial by Fire5 Line of DutyTHE SUN COAST
CHRONICLES1 Evidence of Mercy2 Justifiable Means3 Ulterior Motives4 Presumption of
GuiltSECOND CHANCES1 Never Again Good-bye2 When Dreams Cross3 Blind Trust4 Broken
WingsWITH BEVERLY LAHAYE1 Seasons Under Heaven2 Showers in Season3 Times and
Seasons4 Season of BlessingNOVELLASSeasideThe Listener (formerly The Heart Reader)The
Heart Reader of Franklin HighThe GiftedThe Gifted SophomoresOTHER BOOKSShadow in
SerenityPredatorDouble MindsSoul Restoration: Hope for the WearyEmerald WindowsMiracles
(The Listener / The Gifted)Covenant ChildSweet DelightsChance of Loving YouZONDERVANIf
I’m FoundCopyright © 2017 by Terri BlackstockRequests for information should be addressed
to:Zondervan, Grand Rapids, Michigan 49546Library of Congress Cataloging-in-Publication
DataNames: Blackstock, Terri, 1957- author.Title: If I’m found / Terri Blackstock.Description:
Grand Rapids, Michigan : Zondervan, [2017] | Series: If I run; 2Subjects: | GSAFD: Suspense
fiction. | Mystery fiction.Classification: LCC PS3552.L34285 I35 2017 | DDC 813/.54--dc23 LC
record available at https://lccn.loc.gov/2016042867.All Scripture quotations, unless otherwise
indicated, are taken from the New American Standard Bible®. Copyright © 1960, 1962, 1963,
1968, 1971, 1972, 1973, 1975, 1977, 1995 by The Lockman Foundation. Used by permission.
(www.Lockman.org)Any Internet addresses (websites, blogs, etc.) and telephone numbers in
this book are offered as a resource. They are not intended in any way to be or imply an
endorsement by Zondervan, nor does Zondervan vouch for the content of these sites and
numbers for the life of this book.All rights reserved. No part of this publication may be



reproduced, stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted in any form or by any means—electronic,
mechanical, photocopy, recording, or any other—except for brief quotations in printed reviews,
without the prior permission of the publisher.Publisher’s Note: This novel is a work of fiction.
Names, characters, places, and incidents are either products of the author’s imagination or used
fictitiously. All characters are fictional, and any similarity to people living or dead is purely
coincidental.Interior design: Lori LynchPrinted in the United States of America17 18 19 20 21
22 / RRD / 20 19 18 17 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1This book is lovingly dedicated to
the Nazarene.CONTENTSPraise for Terri BlackstockBooks by Terri BlackstockChapter
1Chapter 2Chapter 3Chapter 4Chapter 5Chapter 6Chapter 7Chapter 8Chapter 9Chapter
10Chapter 11Chapter 12Chapter 13Chapter 14Chapter 15Chapter 16Chapter 17Chapter
18Chapter 19Chapter 20Chapter 21Chapter 22Chapter 23Chapter 24Chapter 25Chapter
26Chapter 27Chapter 28Chapter 29Chapter 30Chapter 31Chapter 32Chapter 33Chapter
34Chapter 35Chapter 36Chapter 37Chapter 38Chapter 39Chapter 40Chapter 41Chapter
42Chapter 43Chapter 44Chapter 45Chapter 46Chapter 47Chapter 48Chapter 49Chapter
50Chapter 51Chapter 52Chapter 53Chapter 54Chapter 55Chapter 56Chapter 57Chapter
58Chapter 59Chapter 60Chapter 61Chapter 62A Note from the AuthorDiscussion
QuestionsAcknowledgmentsAbout the Author1CASEYThe police lights in my rearview mirror
almost destroy me. Only ten miles out of Shady Grove, police race through traffic behind me,
sirens cycling and blaring, those blue bulbs painting terror inside my rain-drenched car. There’s
no place to pull over—the traffic ahead is jammed and the sides of the road drop off into
ditches.My heart fists and slams, and I break out in sweat.But there’s also the tiniest relief. Soon
it will all be over—this running and hiding, this pretending to be someone else, this detachment
from real life, because relationships can be so painful when you have to rip them off like wax. But
as quickly as that relief comes, reality banishes it. It’s my life that will be over, as soon as they
turn me over to my tormentor. And then they’ll start on my family.I glance at myself in the
rearview mirror. They’ll identify me right away because of my injuries. My jaw is bruising and
swollen, and my hand is sticky with blood. Under my torn jeans, my legs feel bruised and bloody.
They won’t care that I fought for my life tonight, and for someone else’s. It won’t matter what
good I’ve done, because my best friend’s murder scene was covered with my DNA. In their
minds, I’m a cold-blooded killer. They’ll say I deserve whatever happens.As the police cars
weave through traffic and move up behind me, I pull into a movie theater parking lot, knowing
they’ll fly in behind me and surround me, weapons drawn.Instead, they stay on the slick road
and hurry past the parking lot. Holding my breath, I turn around in my seat, staring out the wet
back window, amazed, watching as they reach their destination a half mile up the road. It’s a two-
car wreck, and the team of police cruisers barricade it, stopping traffic.I let out my breath as
tears overtake me. So it’s not over. It goes on. I’ll keep running.I wipe my eyes on my wet
shirtsleeve and gather myself enough to pull my car around to the dark side of the theater. I
reach for my purse and the duffel bag I stashed on the floor-board behind my seat days ago. I
dig into my purse and find a concealer stick and a lipstick. I wish I had shadow and base, but



they’re in the apartment I can never return to.I turn on my mirror light, smear concealer over my
bruising cheek and just above my lip. I use lipstick to color my cheekbones, to try to make them
look more normal.It’s not perfect, but at least it isn’t immediately apparent that I’ve been beaten
up tonight. I zip open my duffel bag and pull out my plain black baseball cap, tie up my hair in a
ponytail, and pull it through the back of the cap.I dig into my car’s ashtray and find a nickel that I
hope will work as a screwdriver. I slip out and walk back to the front parking lot. It’s late and the
last movie is over, but a handful of cars are scattered around. A rusty Buick with two flat tires is
closest, so I kneel behind it—rain soaking me—and unscrew the license plate.Then I hurry back
to my car and switch mine out. Soon they’ll be broadening the search for my Kia. I’ll have to ditch
it somewhere, but until I can get far enough out of town, this will have to do.I find a side street
and pull onto it, heading away from the traffic and the wreck. I follow the back roads, trying to
head west. After an hour or so, I no longer expect to hear sirens every minute. I don’t know
where I am, but when you have no destination, it doesn’t really matter if you get lost.Hours later, I
pass the Mississippi line, putting Alabama and Georgia behind me. I have to get rid of this car
soon.My jaw aches, along with my knee and my bloody shin, and fatigue pulls at me like elastic
tethers. I have to get somewhere and clean myself up.An hour or so later, I enter a seedy little
town where men loiter on the corners. I detour to a different street, but nothing looks any safer.
Up ahead is a motel that would struggle to get a one-star rating, but they’re more likely to accept
cash and not demand to see my driver’s license.The office behind a dirty glass window is thick
with smoke. A man with piercings in his lip greets me.“I need a room,” I say. “I’m paying cash.”His
hair hangs greasy over his sleepy eyes. He doesn’t ask me anything else, just takes my money
and gives me a room key.“Are the sheets clean?” I ask.His eyes flash to life. “Changed them this
morning,” he says, clearly insulted that I would ask such a thing.I want to ask how many hourly
tenants have checked in since then, but I sigh and take the key down to the room he’s given me.
At least it’s the last room at the end, so I don’t have anyone on one side of me. Maybe the other
side is vacant. My car is at the other end of the parking lot, and that’s where I leave it.The room
smells of cigarettes and an array of rank scents I can’t name. I go in and pull back the thin
bedspread. The sheets look rumpled, but they do seem clean. I slip into bed, fully clothed, trying
not to think about bedbugs or mice . . . or a SWAT team with rifles.I find the sticky remote and
turn on the TV. It just has basic cable, so I flip to a news channel and watch for an hour or so to
see if the national news has picked up anything about me. I don’t see anything. Maybe it’ll only
make the news in Shady Grove.I imagine what the media will say about me tomorrow. Will they
focus on the girl who was missing and is now reunited with her family?“Fugitive Rescues
Kidnapped Girl”—that’s the sensational headline Brent would have given it, to make AP and
Reuters pick it up. It heralds a story no one could resist reading.I wonder if the Shreveport police
will hold Dylan accountable for my escape. He was hired to find me. Why would he let me walk
away like that?There’s no other explanation but God, whom I called out to more than once in the
last few days. I barely know him, but I think he must know me. As I close my eyes, I whisper,
“Thank you,” before I drift off to sleep.2DYLANI don’t mind admitting that Casey Cox is the



bravest person I’ve ever met, and I’ve known guys who’ve thrown themselves over grenades to
protect their brothers. But I can’t say that to Gordon Keegan or Sy Rollins, the police detectives
who have a bull’s-eye on Casey’s back. To them she’s a ticking bomb that has to be defused,
before she blows their illegally padded lives to kingdom come.Detective Keegan sits in my
passenger seat as I drive him back to his plane—the one he probably bought with blood money
—and I can feel the tension pulsing through the car. “I can’t believe you let her walk away,” he
says.My jaws ache as I lock down on my molars. “I was distracted by the screaming girl Cox was
trying to rescue and the violent man trying to kill her and her baby. It was simple triage. I tended
to the most dangerous situation first.”“But you knew it was Casey.” His lips are tight, compressed,
and his words are clipped. “It wasn’t one or the other. You could have gotten the girl and baby out
and still arrested Casey.”“In the heat of battle, things don’t always go as they should.”He shoots a
bullet of a look at me. “Don’t give me that heat of battle dreck. I fought in Desert Storm, but I was
on the front lines, not hiding behind a badge.”He knows nothing about what I did as a criminal
investigator in the army, so I don’t answer.“Back then we didn’t coddle our soldiers with some
overinflated excuse for putting their lives in neutral. When our guys came home, they had to work
and make something of themselves.”Really? I think. There was no PTSD in Desert Storm, or
Vietnam? In Korea? In the World Wars? It all started with the war on terror?Keegan is an even
bigger fool than I thought. I wonder what excuse he uses to justify his extortion and murder. Will
he use those defenses in his trial, when I finally nail him for all his sins?“I’ll find her,” I say. “Don’t
worry. I tracked her down here, didn’t I? I’m starting to understand her patterns and her thought
process. Every minute I spend with you is time I’m not going after her.”I get to the small airport
and pull into the parking lot in front of the building. Keegan shakes his head. “Just drive out onto
the tarmac. I’ll show you which plane I’m in.” As I pull around the building to the concrete pad, he
grabs his duffel bag out of the backseat.“Plane yours?” I ask him, scanning the twenty or so
planes lined up.He hesitates half a second, which I’m realizing is a tell. What follows is usually a
lie. “Belongs to a buddy. He lets me take it now and then.”I’ve known lots of pilots, and those who
own their own planes don’t loan them out like Weed Eaters. The insurance costs a mint and
doesn’t extend to occasional pilots, and logging extra hours results in more expensive
maintenance. But I don’t call him on it.“You ever thought of learning to fly, Dylan?”“Took lessons
when I was in college,” I say. “Got my license, but I haven’t flown in a few years.”He looks
disappointed. I want to tell him not to take it so hard, but I stay quiet as he points the way to his
Cessna 182.As he loads his stuff into the cargo bay of the single-engine plane, I write down his
tail number. He comes back to my car, leans in. “So what are you gonna do now?”“Go after her.
Keep looking.”“Naw,” he says. “Just come home. I don’t know if we’re gonna keep you on the
case. Besides, we have the attention of all the police departments in a five-state area now.
National news will jump all over this, probably make her identifiable anywhere she goes. We
don’t need you.”I don’t bother to tell him that Casey isn’t stupid, that she’ll change her identity
again. She probably already has. “I don’t work for you,” I say, keeping the edge from my voice. “I
work for the Paces.” Brent’s parents, who hired me as a PI to find the girl they’re certain



murdered their son, won’t be any happier than Keegan that I let her get away. But if anyone’s
going to fire me, it’ll have to be them.“We’ll see about that. Come home. Time to regroup and
reevaluate.”I nod. At least if I’m meeting him in Shreveport, that’s precious time that will allow
Casey to get farther away. “All right. I’ll start home right now. You want to meet tomorrow?”“Yeah.
Come to the department at one. That’ll give me time to talk to the chief and the Paces and see
where we are.”That’ll give me time to talk to them too. We shake hands, because if I don’t, he’ll
know I’m on to him. As I turn my car around, he starts his preflight checklist before the flight
home.I’ll be in the car most of the night, driving back home. But as I drive, I pray for Casey, that
she’ll have time to get well hidden before Keegan goes after her.It’s the wee hours by the time I
get home, and my apartment feels stale. The smell I noticed when I first moved in is apparent
again. I guess when you’re away from something for a few days, your olfactory senses sharpen
and are easily offended again when you come back.I check my fridge and my garbage disposal
drain to make sure nothing is rotting there. I squirt a dollop of dishwashing soap down the drain
and run the disposal for a minute, and the smell clears up, but the scent of previous tenants
doesn’t go away. I figure my brain will filter it out again in the next day or so.I open the doors to
my tiny balcony and step out to the rusted railing. Leaning out, I can see the parking lot where a
young couple is arguing through a car window. She’s threatening to leave, and he’s yelling at her.
When she pulls away, he curses after her. Then he storms into a downstairs apartment and
slams the door.Quiet again.I lower into the folding lawn chair that collects pollen, and put my feet
up on the plastic bin I’ve turned upside down to use as an ottoman. That old familiar dread
thickens the air, making it hard for me to breathe. My shrink calls it depression and wants to dig
deep into it.I’ve told her how disappointed I am in myself, that I feel lazy and useless since
coming back stateside, that I have no purpose. Funny how chasing Casey made me forget all
that. I did have purpose. I was trying to find the suspected killer of my childhood friend.Now I
have another purpose.I drop my feet and plant my elbows on my knees. Why does the thought of
keeping that secret deepen the dread? I’ll have to hide what I know until I can make a case that
can’t be ignored or swept under a rug. I don’t like lying to the Paces, who’ve been through
enough and who trust me, not only as a PI but as their longtime family friend. They expect me to
bring their son’s killer to justice.I will do that. It’s just that the person they’re paying me to find is
not his killer.I also don’t like what this will do to the Shreveport Police Department, where I hope
to work someday. I admire and respect cops, always have. There are good people in law
enforcement who have made a difference in my life. There are men and women who run toward
gunfire and screams and explosions, when everyone else runs from them. The corrupt ones
make it tough for those with courage and integrity.I don’t want to lower the Shreveport cops’
morale or paint them with a broad brush. I want my approach to be surgical, taking out the men
who deserve to be in prison, the ones who give cops a bad name, the ones who are dangerous.
I want the force to be rid of these, and make them an example to any others who use their
badges to terrorize and extort. And I want them to pay for every one of Brent’s stab wounds,
every lie they staged to cover up his murder, every moment that ticks by as they star in their own



fiction.But who am I to do all that? I’m damaged goods. I can’t even depend fully on my brain
these days.Still, I can’t back down now. Casey’s life depends on it.As my eyes close, I see her
eyes, when we stood face-to-face under a streetlamp. They were miles deep, filled with words
that she didn’t utter, words I would have loved to hear. I would have liked to tend to her injuries,
stare into that pretty face, and bask in the peace that came over me just by being close to her. I
think of those words she wrote me in an email from an account she’d set up just for that purpose,
written to an inbox I’d set up for the same reason.There is real evil in this world. I’ve seen it up
close. Hiding for the rest of my life would be an acceptable cost for avoiding that evil. If only it
weren’t everywhere . . .Then she nailed me with a challenge.Do you have the courage to go after
the evil that plagues me, even if it means that the job you’ve been hired to do is an extension of
that evil?Here are the names. Keegan, Sy Rollins, for sure. Don’t trust their close friends or
Keegan’s son. Keegan and Rollins are not just dirty, they are brutal. Evil sits in the Major Crimes
unit, making proclamations on people like me.I go back into my apartment and pull my computer
out of my bag. I open it and go to that inbox, checking to see if she’s contacted me again.
There’s nothing new, so I read back over the ones she’s already written.It pains me that Casey
doesn’t have God to turn to. I want that for her. Loneliness is too crushing a weight to bear alone.
Jesus never promised to erase his believers’ burdens, but he did vow to help carry them.I lie
down on the couch, staring up at the stained ceiling tiles, and pray for her. She doesn’t have to
be a follower to have God watch over her. As I pray, I feel his fondness for her. He sees in her
what I see.I wonder if she’s still driving. I hope she’s ditched the car by now, before Keegan’s
BOLO gets her pulled over. Maybe she’s found a safe place to sleep. I hope she’s still got cash to
get her through.I know I will find her again, and hopefully when I do, I can make it safe for her to
come back and confront her accusers.3CASEYI knew this time would come, so for the last
several weeks I’ve carried a bag in my trunk with some things I would need when I had to make a
fast getaway. I have hair color in three shades—black, red, and platinum blonde—along with
scissors, a couple of baseball caps, my cash, and some clothes. I knew when they came for me I
wouldn’t be able to go home. I would have to just drive away with whatever I had.Thank God I
had warning that they were closing in. I never returned to my apartment after that.The motel
bathroom is missing tiles over the tub, where moldy Sheetrock peeks through. The vinyl flooring
peels up around the base of the commode, showing more mold on the floor beneath it.I stand in
front of the mirror, trying to decide who I will be this time. My natural color is blonde. For the last
few weeks I’ve been a brunette.I cut my bangs first. I’ll figure out the rest of it later. I’d already cut
my hair to my jawline for Shady Grove, and I’m sure they have pictures of me with brown hair
now. I could hack it off shorter, but that might be too predictable, and once I cut it all off there’s
nowhere to go from there. I leave my bangs long enough to hang in my eyes, which I know will
take some getting used to. My eyes are the hardest part of me to disguise, mainly because
they’re almond-shaped and bigger than average. In Shady Grove I didn’t wear eye makeup,
because in the pictures of me that the police are circulating, I had on a little eyeliner. I don’t know
what to do this time. The change has to be significant—I can’t just look like version one or two of



me. I didn’t let anyone take a picture of me in Shady Grove but, even so, they’ll have security
video from places I’ve been. Chances are, no one has a clear enough picture of me as a
brunette for the media to use. They’ll keep using the blonde photo.I color my hair black, then
shower and rinse it out. I don’t like the look. I have the skin of a blonde, but it is what it is. By the
time I have it dried, I look like a different person. Doing my eyes with a smoky, dark look,
rounding my eyeliner so my eyes don’t look so almond, might change my look entirely. If I can
get the swelling to go down in my jaw and cover the bruising with makeup, I might not draw a
second look.I flush the clippings, then blow my hair dry and cut a little more.Tears spring to my
eyes as I work on the style, angling it slightly shorter in the back, teasing it messily at the roots. I
don’t know why I would cry over lost hair when I endure my lost life, but I can’t seem to help
myself.When I’ve done all I can to change my look, I set the clock next to the bed to wake me in
two hours. I’ll need to get rid of my car before daybreak. I dry my tears and fall quickly into a
deep sleep.I dream of a man kicking and swinging at me, smashing pain . . . then it morphs into
Brent’s dead body . . . then my dad’s. . . .When the alarm goes off I fly up, terrified. Where am I?
I’m shaking and my skin shines with sweat, but I remember I’m in a motel. I force myself out of
bed, brush my teeth, shower again, and muss my hair a little more. I make up the bed, leaving it
the way I found it, and steal quietly out to my car. I drive away without being seen, at least as far
as I can tell.Around five a.m. I find a truck stop open. Sweeping my bangs over my eyes, I go in
and buy some chips and a drink and a pay-go smartphone in a plastic container, along with a
card to put minutes on it. I activate it quickly and get it working. It already has a charge.Once it’s
working, I use the GPS to find the closest bus station, twenty miles away. I follow the directions
there. I find it easily just as the sun begins to come up.Should I leave my car in the parking lot
here—a dead giveaway that I took a bus somewhere—or park it somewhere else? I drive around
the area for a while until I find a bank’s parking garage. You don’t have to pay until you exit the
place, which I have no intention of doing. I leave my car there, hoping it will be a long time before
it’s sighted, then I walk back to the bus station wearing a white baseball cap, my bangs pulled
low over my eyes.The sun is up now as I get a schedule to see what’s going out. I need to get
back to Durant, Oklahoma, where I know I can get another driver’s license and fake name. It’s
possible I could find a place here to get one, but the fewer people I involve, the better. Besides,
I’m scared of the people I would have to encounter to get to the lawless underground in a place
like this. Though the man at Pedro’s Place in Durant breaks the law, he seems to have a
modicum of decency. I’m not afraid of him.It looks like I can take a bus to Dallas, then transfer to
a route that goes up to Durant. I think for a moment before buying the ticket. Did Dylan find out I
got a driver’s license there before? Will he think of me doing that again? Will Keegan?I don’t
think so. They know I went to Durant, but it’s doubtful that they know everything I did there.I think
about my look. I don’t like the black hair, but it’s not like there are fifty colors of hair to choose
from. I do a quick Google search for wigs and find several local places. As I find directions to the
closest one, it occurs to me that I can’t walk into any of them. Too risky. There are people—like
cancer victims—who would seem natural buying a wig, but not someone like me. It might raise



red flags.I look on Google again and find an online store based in New York. The synthetic wigs
look pretty good in the pictures, but again, if I wear a wig that’s obviously a wig, I’ll call attention
to myself. I’ll have to pay more for real hair.I scroll through their product images and find long
wigs with bangs in both blonde and brunette. I click Add to Cart for both of them, then go back
and find a short, clean cut in strawberry blonde. I add that one too. The total comes to over a
thousand dollars. How am I going to pay for it? I have the cash, but no credit card.I call the
customer service number and ask if I can send them a money order. They tell me I can, so I
place the order. When they ask where I want it mailed, I hesitate again. I’m heading for Durant,
so maybe they should ship it there. But I don’t know which motel.I put the phone on speaker,
then thumb-navigate my way back to Google and put in “Pedro’s Place, Durant, OK.” Up comes
the restaurant where I got my fake ID a few months ago. I give them Pedro’s address. Then I tell
them I want it FedExed to him as soon as they receive the payment. I’ll add the cost to my money
order.I go to the post office, wearing my baseball cap and keeping my head down to avoid
security cameras, and purchase a money order. Then I find a FedEx store and pay cash to
overnight the money to the wig store.Everything has to be so complicated. I have to think ahead,
plan it all out, imagine what could go wrong. But I’m tired. Part of me just wants to let them find
me if they’re going to.No, that’s stupid. I have to hide. I can’t let Keegan and his demons murder
me.I take a taxi back to the bus station. The bus is leaving at nine a.m., so I sit in the bathroom in
the wheelchair stall until closer to time. I’m so tired that I can’t even cry.Finally, I get on the bus
and sit near the back, right in front of the bathroom. I take the aisle seat, hoping no one will want
to sit with me. I plug my earbuds into my new phone, but then I realize I don’t have music on it. As
the bus is boarding, I download a Pandora app, create a free account under a fake name, and
find a station I like. I wish I could transfer my listening preferences from my own account. What’s
the point in all those thumbs-ups if I can’t use them? I guess I’m destined to be someone who
has her music chosen for her.The music lulls me to sleep before the bus even takes off, and I
sleep for several hours. When I wake, my soul feels blanched at the reality that the last twenty-
four hours—or the last few weeks—can’t be erased by waking up.4DYLANI don’t understand
how that girl is being credited with heroism.” Jim Pace’s words come with the rasp of deep grief.
“She’s a cold-blooded killer, and they’re sensationalizing it and making it sound like she saved
that girl.”He backs up the video and replays the Fox News coverage of what happened in Shady
Grove. Keegan and Rollins sit across from him and Elise at Jim’s square conference room table,
and the chief, the captain, and I sit at the end opposite the TV. “That girl broke into that house,”
Keegan says, “not once, but twice. She’s a thief, not a savior.”I stay silent, rigid, looking down at
my hands. If I defend her now, it’ll all be over. They’ll take me off the case and I’ll have no chance
of protecting her.“Dylan, you were there,” Elise says, teary-eyed. “Can’t you tell the media what a
horrible person she is? Can’t you explain to them what she did to our boy?”I draw in a deep,
ragged breath. “I don’t know that my going on TV is going to help us find her,” I say. “I need to
stay under the radar. If people recognize me, she could be tipped off when I get close.”“What is
she, a spy?” Jim demands. “How could she evade the law this long? It’s like she’s been trained



by the CIA or something. I don’t get it. She was living there in plain sight. Going to work every
day, talking to people.”“Her dad was a cop,” I say. “She must’ve picked up a few things.”“Jim, the
media in those areas weren’t showing what they were showing here,” Chief Gates says. “But trust
me, now that it’s gotten national attention, she’s going to be recognized wherever she goes.
Someone will turn her in.”“I don’t know about that,” I say. “She’ll change her appearance.
Probably has already.”“Still,” Elise says. “She’s recognizable with those eyes. That’s why they’re
making her the story of the week. Because of how she looks.”I look at my hands again.The chief
looks like he hasn’t slept in days. He rubs his eyes. “Jim, Elise, I know it’s disappointing that we
were so close and she got away, but I assure you that we’re going to find her.”Keegan points to
me with a thumb. “He’s the one who let her walk away. Let’s face it, we don’t need a PI to find her.
Let Sy and me work on it. If you’re willing to pay travel expenses for him, pay them for us instead
and we can bring her back.”Captain Swayze, who hasn’t been in the meetings until now, speaks
up. “We can free them up for a few days, Chief. I say let them go.”I hold my breath, waiting to be
fired.But the chief bristles. “No. We don’t have the manpower or the budget. Too many open
cases here. I can’t take two of my Major Crimes detectives out of the rotation.”Jim clears his
throat and looks at me. I brace myself. “Truth is, Dylan found her,” he says. “Nobody else did.”I
seize that. “I’ll find her again, and I promise you that I’ll get justice for Brent.”Keegan hasn’t given
up. “Look, with all due respect, this guy has problems. I’m sorry to say this, Dylan, but I think
what happened is that the situation triggered your PTSD.”“My PTSD is under control,” I say,
though I only wish that were true.“Right. That’s why the army discharged you.”That slices into
me. “Honorably,” I say, though I know everyone knows that.Keegan takes another tack. “You
understand, don’t you, that she stabbed your son five times in places sure to kill him? She had to
plan that, research it. Even one of those wounds would have—”“Stop,” I cut in. Elise’s face is
white, and I know that each image he paints in her mind is like a lethal wound to her.“Detective,”
Jim says, “you don’t have to remind us what that girl did.”“I’m sorry,” Keegan says, “but I want to
underscore how urgent this is. For all we know, the Cox girl was working with that kidnapper in
Shady Grove. She has to have help or she wouldn’t be hidden so well. They’re making her look
like some kind of hero, but you’re telling me she just stumbled onto a girl who’d been kidnapped
for two years? Sounds fishy to me. Something’s not adding up.”“There’s no evidence that she
knows him,” I say quickly. “The Shady Grove police have confirmed the kidnapped girl’s story.
When Casey was arrested for breaking in the first time, she explained how she learned the girl
was with him. They didn’t take it seriously enough. Remember, I was there. Casey broke in to get
the girl out. She’d been trying to get her out for days.”“You defending her?” Captain Swayze
accuses.“Of course I’m not, but you can’t change the facts just because they don’t serve us.
She’s calculating, yes, but she doesn’t fit the profile of a psychopath. She risked exposure to
save that girl.”Everyone protests at once, but I raise my voice over theirs. “It’s important that we
profile her with a clear head. That’s how I was trained. She is what she is.”Keegan cuts in before
anyone else can. “He’s right.”Stunned, I turn to him.“She probably isn’t a psychopath. Maybe she
has some deep, obsessive sense of justice. Maybe she thought Brent was doing something



unjust, so she was obsessively righting a wrong.”Everyone takes that in. I stay quiet,
suspicious.“Her mother has OCD off the charts. It probably runs in the family.”“A genetic link to
OCD isn’t settled science,” I clip out, since I’ve already researched that. “Experts disagree on
that. And her friends and family didn’t see any signs of mental illness in her.”“Do you hear this?”
Sy asks the chief, speaking for the first time. “He sounds like her defense lawyer. Whose side are
you on, Dylan?”I shake my head. “Not a defense attorney. I sound like an investigator helping you
prepare the case you’ll turn over to the DA. Do you want a solid case or not?”“You weren’t hired
to help us prepare our case,” Keegan says. “You were hired to bring her back. That’s it.”The veins
in my temple are pulsing. “I’m not a bounty hunter. I’m a cop.”“You’re neither,” Keegan shouts over
me.“Shut up!” the chief says, and we all turn to him. “Dylan’s perfectly within his charge to
investigate and record evidence in this case while he searches for her, and frankly, detectives, I
hope you’re more informed than you appear right now. So get off this guy’s back. Dylan got
closer to her than you did. Jim, I agree that we need to let him keep working on it, and I
appreciate your providing the resources to do that.”Jim stares at me with those tired eyes.
“Dylan, I trust you,” he says. “I want you to stay on.”“Thank you,” I say. “I won’t let you
down.”Keegan leans back hard in his chair. “Already did.”“That’s enough,” the chief snaps. “It’s
decided. Dylan, let us know what you need. Stay in touch with Keegan and Rollins—share
whatever evidence you come across—and if you need anything beyond that, you know how to
reach me. This case is a priority to me, and I’ll do whatever I can. Let’s get this done.”We all say
cordial goodbyes. Jim asks me to hang back when they leave so he can pay me and give me
more money for my travel expenses. I wait outside Jim’s office while he finishes talking to Gates.
When he comes out, he hands me a check.“I’m glad you’re staying on, Dylan,” he says. “I don’t
mind telling you, Keegan rubs me the wrong way. Rollins, he may be a decent guy, but he
doesn’t say much. Sometimes I think I smell alcohol on his breath. But Detective Keegan . . . Has
he been hard to work with?”“He’s got a bold personality,” I evade. “But I can work with anybody.
It’ll be all right. I think he has a personal stake in finding her.”He clearly thinks I’m talking about
his ego. If he only knew what the real stake is.“I want you to have everything you need,” he says.
“Charter a plane again if you need to. Call me if you need to get a flight. The second you locate
her, get there as fast as you can.”I assure him I will. As I walk out, I wonder again if I should have
told Jim the whole truth. Would he believe me? No, of course not. There’s nothing right now that
will convince them that the girl whose DNA was at the scene of their son’s murder isn’t a killer.
Why would they sympathize with her? And you can’t go making accusations about cops without
having a lot of evidence to back them up. I can’t get that evidence unless things stay as they are
for now.As I walk out to my car, I see Keegan pulling out of the parking lot. He gives me a look
out his window, and a chill runs down my spine. I shove on my sunglasses and pretend I didn’t
see it.5DYLANThe look Keegan gave me as he left Jim Pace’s parking lot gives me a sick
feeling. He’s a dangerous man, and if he senses that I’m not on his side or that I don’t buy his
story, I’ll be as dead as Brent. When I’m a couple of miles away from the Pace house, I pull over
at a Burger King and open my laptop. I sign on to their Wi-Fi and copy the files I’ve compiled



about Brent onto the thumb drive Casey sent me weeks ago, the one with all of Brent’s research.
Then I delete the files from my email account and hard drive.I copy the files from that thumb
drive onto another. Then I drive to my bank, rent a safe deposit box, and leave the original thumb
drive there. I take the key with me, trying to decide who to give it to. Who can be trusted?My
shrink? I could tell her that if I wind up dead, I want her to get the evidence to the FBI or the state
police. But that sounds a little paranoid, like that Mel Gibson character in Conspiracy Theory. I
don’t want her thinking my PTSD has escalated to a whole new level.I could give the key to
Hannah, Casey’s sister, but I feel like she already has the evidence. I know she’s sent Casey a
package already. It was probably this very drive.I could give it to the Paces, but I don’t know that
they would be able to keep themselves from going to see what’s in there.There’s no one I can
trust enough.The thought dips me back into depression, but I force myself out. I can’t go there. I
have to act. I’ll figure out what to do with the key at some point, but I can’t let it hang me up
now.Department resources or not, Keegan and Rollins are going after her. They have their own
resources, which is part of the problem.At some point, I need to email Casey again so we can
compare notes. If I can make her trust me, maybe she’ll tell me where she is.Yeah, and pigs fly. I
know I’m fantasizing now.My phone chimes as I get to my apartment. I look at the readout and
groan. My mother. I consider not picking up, but before the fourth ring, I click Accept. “Hey, Mom.”
I know my voice sounds flat.“You haven’t called me in weeks. I wanted to see if you’re dead.”“No,
Mom, I’m not dead.”“You would think you’d be in touch more often after being gone for so long.
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my rearview mirror almost destroy me. Only ten miles out of Shady Grove, police race through
traffic behind me, sirens cycling and blaring, those blue bulbs painting terror inside my rain-
drenched car. There’s no place to pull over—the traffic ahead is jammed and the sides of the
road drop off into ditches.My heart fists and slams, and I break out in sweat.But there’s also the
tiniest relief. Soon it will all be over—this running and hiding, this pretending to be someone else,
this detachment from real life, because relationships can be so painful when you have to rip
them off like wax. But as quickly as that relief comes, reality banishes it. It’s my life that will be
over, as soon as they turn me over to my tormentor. And then they’ll start on my family.I glance at
myself in the rearview mirror. They’ll identify me right away because of my injuries. My jaw is
bruising and swollen, and my hand is sticky with blood. Under my torn jeans, my legs feel
bruised and bloody. They won’t care that I fought for my life tonight, and for someone else’s. It
won’t matter what good I’ve done, because my best friend’s murder scene was covered with my
DNA. In their minds, I’m a cold-blooded killer. They’ll say I deserve whatever happens.As the
police cars weave through traffic and move up behind me, I pull into a movie theater parking lot,
knowing they’ll fly in behind me and surround me, weapons drawn.Instead, they stay on the slick
road and hurry past the parking lot. Holding my breath, I turn around in my seat, staring out the
wet back window, amazed, watching as they reach their destination a half mile up the road. It’s a
two-car wreck, and the team of police cruisers barricade it, stopping traffic.I let out my breath as
tears overtake me. So it’s not over. It goes on. I’ll keep running.I wipe my eyes on my wet
shirtsleeve and gather myself enough to pull my car around to the dark side of the theater. I
reach for my purse and the duffel bag I stashed on the floor-board behind my seat days ago. I
dig into my purse and find a concealer stick and a lipstick. I wish I had shadow and base, but
they’re in the apartment I can never return to.I turn on my mirror light, smear concealer over my
bruising cheek and just above my lip. I use lipstick to color my cheekbones, to try to make them
look more normal.It’s not perfect, but at least it isn’t immediately apparent that I’ve been beaten
up tonight. I zip open my duffel bag and pull out my plain black baseball cap, tie up my hair in a
ponytail, and pull it through the back of the cap.I dig into my car’s ashtray and find a nickel that I



hope will work as a screwdriver. I slip out and walk back to the front parking lot. It’s late and the
last movie is over, but a handful of cars are scattered around. A rusty Buick with two flat tires is
closest, so I kneel behind it—rain soaking me—and unscrew the license plate.Then I hurry back
to my car and switch mine out. Soon they’ll be broadening the search for my Kia. I’ll have to ditch
it somewhere, but until I can get far enough out of town, this will have to do.I find a side street
and pull onto it, heading away from the traffic and the wreck. I follow the back roads, trying to
head west. After an hour or so, I no longer expect to hear sirens every minute. I don’t know
where I am, but when you have no destination, it doesn’t really matter if you get lost.Hours later, I
pass the Mississippi line, putting Alabama and Georgia behind me. I have to get rid of this car
soon.My jaw aches, along with my knee and my bloody shin, and fatigue pulls at me like elastic
tethers. I have to get somewhere and clean myself up.An hour or so later, I enter a seedy little
town where men loiter on the corners. I detour to a different street, but nothing looks any safer.
Up ahead is a motel that would struggle to get a one-star rating, but they’re more likely to accept
cash and not demand to see my driver’s license.The office behind a dirty glass window is thick
with smoke. A man with piercings in his lip greets me.“I need a room,” I say. “I’m paying cash.”His
hair hangs greasy over his sleepy eyes. He doesn’t ask me anything else, just takes my money
and gives me a room key.“Are the sheets clean?” I ask.His eyes flash to life. “Changed them this
morning,” he says, clearly insulted that I would ask such a thing.I want to ask how many hourly
tenants have checked in since then, but I sigh and take the key down to the room he’s given me.
At least it’s the last room at the end, so I don’t have anyone on one side of me. Maybe the other
side is vacant. My car is at the other end of the parking lot, and that’s where I leave it.The room
smells of cigarettes and an array of rank scents I can’t name. I go in and pull back the thin
bedspread. The sheets look rumpled, but they do seem clean. I slip into bed, fully clothed, trying
not to think about bedbugs or mice . . . or a SWAT team with rifles.I find the sticky remote and
turn on the TV. It just has basic cable, so I flip to a news channel and watch for an hour or so to
see if the national news has picked up anything about me. I don’t see anything. Maybe it’ll only
make the news in Shady Grove.I imagine what the media will say about me tomorrow. Will they
focus on the girl who was missing and is now reunited with her family?“Fugitive Rescues
Kidnapped Girl”—that’s the sensational headline Brent would have given it, to make AP and
Reuters pick it up. It heralds a story no one could resist reading.I wonder if the Shreveport police
will hold Dylan accountable for my escape. He was hired to find me. Why would he let me walk
away like that?There’s no other explanation but God, whom I called out to more than once in the
last few days. I barely know him, but I think he must know me. As I close my eyes, I whisper,
“Thank you,” before I drift off to sleep.1CASEYThe police lights in my rearview mirror almost
destroy me. Only ten miles out of Shady Grove, police race through traffic behind me, sirens
cycling and blaring, those blue bulbs painting terror inside my rain-drenched car. There’s no
place to pull over—the traffic ahead is jammed and the sides of the road drop off into ditches.My
heart fists and slams, and I break out in sweat.But there’s also the tiniest relief. Soon it will all be
over—this running and hiding, this pretending to be someone else, this detachment from real



life, because relationships can be so painful when you have to rip them off like wax. But as
quickly as that relief comes, reality banishes it. It’s my life that will be over, as soon as they turn
me over to my tormentor. And then they’ll start on my family.I glance at myself in the rearview
mirror. They’ll identify me right away because of my injuries. My jaw is bruising and swollen, and
my hand is sticky with blood. Under my torn jeans, my legs feel bruised and bloody. They won’t
care that I fought for my life tonight, and for someone else’s. It won’t matter what good I’ve done,
because my best friend’s murder scene was covered with my DNA. In their minds, I’m a cold-
blooded killer. They’ll say I deserve whatever happens.As the police cars weave through traffic
and move up behind me, I pull into a movie theater parking lot, knowing they’ll fly in behind me
and surround me, weapons drawn.Instead, they stay on the slick road and hurry past the parking
lot. Holding my breath, I turn around in my seat, staring out the wet back window, amazed,
watching as they reach their destination a half mile up the road. It’s a two-car wreck, and the
team of police cruisers barricade it, stopping traffic.I let out my breath as tears overtake me. So
it’s not over. It goes on. I’ll keep running.I wipe my eyes on my wet shirtsleeve and gather myself
enough to pull my car around to the dark side of the theater. I reach for my purse and the duffel
bag I stashed on the floor-board behind my seat days ago. I dig into my purse and find a
concealer stick and a lipstick. I wish I had shadow and base, but they’re in the apartment I can
never return to.I turn on my mirror light, smear concealer over my bruising cheek and just above
my lip. I use lipstick to color my cheekbones, to try to make them look more normal.It’s not
perfect, but at least it isn’t immediately apparent that I’ve been beaten up tonight. I zip open my
duffel bag and pull out my plain black baseball cap, tie up my hair in a ponytail, and pull it
through the back of the cap.I dig into my car’s ashtray and find a nickel that I hope will work as a
screwdriver. I slip out and walk back to the front parking lot. It’s late and the last movie is over,
but a handful of cars are scattered around. A rusty Buick with two flat tires is closest, so I kneel
behind it—rain soaking me—and unscrew the license plate.Then I hurry back to my car and
switch mine out. Soon they’ll be broadening the search for my Kia. I’ll have to ditch it somewhere,
but until I can get far enough out of town, this will have to do.I find a side street and pull onto it,
heading away from the traffic and the wreck. I follow the back roads, trying to head west. After an
hour or so, I no longer expect to hear sirens every minute. I don’t know where I am, but when you
have no destination, it doesn’t really matter if you get lost.Hours later, I pass the Mississippi line,
putting Alabama and Georgia behind me. I have to get rid of this car soon.My jaw aches, along
with my knee and my bloody shin, and fatigue pulls at me like elastic tethers. I have to get
somewhere and clean myself up.An hour or so later, I enter a seedy little town where men loiter
on the corners. I detour to a different street, but nothing looks any safer. Up ahead is a motel that
would struggle to get a one-star rating, but they’re more likely to accept cash and not demand to
see my driver’s license.The office behind a dirty glass window is thick with smoke. A man with
piercings in his lip greets me.“I need a room,” I say. “I’m paying cash.”His hair hangs greasy over
his sleepy eyes. He doesn’t ask me anything else, just takes my money and gives me a room
key.“Are the sheets clean?” I ask.His eyes flash to life. “Changed them this morning,” he says,



clearly insulted that I would ask such a thing.I want to ask how many hourly tenants have
checked in since then, but I sigh and take the key down to the room he’s given me. At least it’s
the last room at the end, so I don’t have anyone on one side of me. Maybe the other side is
vacant. My car is at the other end of the parking lot, and that’s where I leave it.The room smells
of cigarettes and an array of rank scents I can’t name. I go in and pull back the thin bedspread.
The sheets look rumpled, but they do seem clean. I slip into bed, fully clothed, trying not to think
about bedbugs or mice . . . or a SWAT team with rifles.I find the sticky remote and turn on the TV.
It just has basic cable, so I flip to a news channel and watch for an hour or so to see if the
national news has picked up anything about me. I don’t see anything. Maybe it’ll only make the
news in Shady Grove.I imagine what the media will say about me tomorrow. Will they focus on
the girl who was missing and is now reunited with her family?“Fugitive Rescues Kidnapped
Girl”—that’s the sensational headline Brent would have given it, to make AP and Reuters pick it
up. It heralds a story no one could resist reading.I wonder if the Shreveport police will hold Dylan
accountable for my escape. He was hired to find me. Why would he let me walk away like that?
There’s no other explanation but God, whom I called out to more than once in the last few days. I
barely know him, but I think he must know me. As I close my eyes, I whisper, “Thank you,” before
I drift off to sleep.2DYLANI don’t mind admitting that Casey Cox is the bravest person I’ve ever
met, and I’ve known guys who’ve thrown themselves over grenades to protect their brothers. But
I can’t say that to Gordon Keegan or Sy Rollins, the police detectives who have a bull’s-eye on
Casey’s back. To them she’s a ticking bomb that has to be defused, before she blows their
illegally padded lives to kingdom come.Detective Keegan sits in my passenger seat as I drive
him back to his plane—the one he probably bought with blood money—and I can feel the
tension pulsing through the car. “I can’t believe you let her walk away,” he says.My jaws ache as I
lock down on my molars. “I was distracted by the screaming girl Cox was trying to rescue and
the violent man trying to kill her and her baby. It was simple triage. I tended to the most
dangerous situation first.”“But you knew it was Casey.” His lips are tight, compressed, and his
words are clipped. “It wasn’t one or the other. You could have gotten the girl and baby out and
still arrested Casey.”“In the heat of battle, things don’t always go as they should.”He shoots a
bullet of a look at me. “Don’t give me that heat of battle dreck. I fought in Desert Storm, but I was
on the front lines, not hiding behind a badge.”He knows nothing about what I did as a criminal
investigator in the army, so I don’t answer.“Back then we didn’t coddle our soldiers with some
overinflated excuse for putting their lives in neutral. When our guys came home, they had to work
and make something of themselves.”Really? I think. There was no PTSD in Desert Storm, or
Vietnam? In Korea? In the World Wars? It all started with the war on terror?Keegan is an even
bigger fool than I thought. I wonder what excuse he uses to justify his extortion and murder. Will
he use those defenses in his trial, when I finally nail him for all his sins?“I’ll find her,” I say. “Don’t
worry. I tracked her down here, didn’t I? I’m starting to understand her patterns and her thought
process. Every minute I spend with you is time I’m not going after her.”I get to the small airport
and pull into the parking lot in front of the building. Keegan shakes his head. “Just drive out onto



the tarmac. I’ll show you which plane I’m in.” As I pull around the building to the concrete pad, he
grabs his duffel bag out of the backseat.“Plane yours?” I ask him, scanning the twenty or so
planes lined up.He hesitates half a second, which I’m realizing is a tell. What follows is usually a
lie. “Belongs to a buddy. He lets me take it now and then.”I’ve known lots of pilots, and those who
own their own planes don’t loan them out like Weed Eaters. The insurance costs a mint and
doesn’t extend to occasional pilots, and logging extra hours results in more expensive
maintenance. But I don’t call him on it.“You ever thought of learning to fly, Dylan?”“Took lessons
when I was in college,” I say. “Got my license, but I haven’t flown in a few years.”He looks
disappointed. I want to tell him not to take it so hard, but I stay quiet as he points the way to his
Cessna 182.As he loads his stuff into the cargo bay of the single-engine plane, I write down his
tail number. He comes back to my car, leans in. “So what are you gonna do now?”“Go after her.
Keep looking.”“Naw,” he says. “Just come home. I don’t know if we’re gonna keep you on the
case. Besides, we have the attention of all the police departments in a five-state area now.
National news will jump all over this, probably make her identifiable anywhere she goes. We
don’t need you.”I don’t bother to tell him that Casey isn’t stupid, that she’ll change her identity
again. She probably already has. “I don’t work for you,” I say, keeping the edge from my voice. “I
work for the Paces.” Brent’s parents, who hired me as a PI to find the girl they’re certain
murdered their son, won’t be any happier than Keegan that I let her get away. But if anyone’s
going to fire me, it’ll have to be them.“We’ll see about that. Come home. Time to regroup and
reevaluate.”I nod. At least if I’m meeting him in Shreveport, that’s precious time that will allow
Casey to get farther away. “All right. I’ll start home right now. You want to meet tomorrow?”“Yeah.
Come to the department at one. That’ll give me time to talk to the chief and the Paces and see
where we are.”That’ll give me time to talk to them too. We shake hands, because if I don’t, he’ll
know I’m on to him. As I turn my car around, he starts his preflight checklist before the flight
home.I’ll be in the car most of the night, driving back home. But as I drive, I pray for Casey, that
she’ll have time to get well hidden before Keegan goes after her.It’s the wee hours by the time I
get home, and my apartment feels stale. The smell I noticed when I first moved in is apparent
again. I guess when you’re away from something for a few days, your olfactory senses sharpen
and are easily offended again when you come back.I check my fridge and my garbage disposal
drain to make sure nothing is rotting there. I squirt a dollop of dishwashing soap down the drain
and run the disposal for a minute, and the smell clears up, but the scent of previous tenants
doesn’t go away. I figure my brain will filter it out again in the next day or so.I open the doors to
my tiny balcony and step out to the rusted railing. Leaning out, I can see the parking lot where a
young couple is arguing through a car window. She’s threatening to leave, and he’s yelling at her.
When she pulls away, he curses after her. Then he storms into a downstairs apartment and
slams the door.Quiet again.I lower into the folding lawn chair that collects pollen, and put my feet
up on the plastic bin I’ve turned upside down to use as an ottoman. That old familiar dread
thickens the air, making it hard for me to breathe. My shrink calls it depression and wants to dig
deep into it.I’ve told her how disappointed I am in myself, that I feel lazy and useless since



coming back stateside, that I have no purpose. Funny how chasing Casey made me forget all
that. I did have purpose. I was trying to find the suspected killer of my childhood friend.Now I
have another purpose.I drop my feet and plant my elbows on my knees. Why does the thought of
keeping that secret deepen the dread? I’ll have to hide what I know until I can make a case that
can’t be ignored or swept under a rug. I don’t like lying to the Paces, who’ve been through
enough and who trust me, not only as a PI but as their longtime family friend. They expect me to
bring their son’s killer to justice.I will do that. It’s just that the person they’re paying me to find is
not his killer.I also don’t like what this will do to the Shreveport Police Department, where I hope
to work someday. I admire and respect cops, always have. There are good people in law
enforcement who have made a difference in my life. There are men and women who run toward
gunfire and screams and explosions, when everyone else runs from them. The corrupt ones
make it tough for those with courage and integrity.I don’t want to lower the Shreveport cops’
morale or paint them with a broad brush. I want my approach to be surgical, taking out the men
who deserve to be in prison, the ones who give cops a bad name, the ones who are dangerous.
I want the force to be rid of these, and make them an example to any others who use their
badges to terrorize and extort. And I want them to pay for every one of Brent’s stab wounds,
every lie they staged to cover up his murder, every moment that ticks by as they star in their own
fiction.But who am I to do all that? I’m damaged goods. I can’t even depend fully on my brain
these days.Still, I can’t back down now. Casey’s life depends on it.As my eyes close, I see her
eyes, when we stood face-to-face under a streetlamp. They were miles deep, filled with words
that she didn’t utter, words I would have loved to hear. I would have liked to tend to her injuries,
stare into that pretty face, and bask in the peace that came over me just by being close to her. I
think of those words she wrote me in an email from an account she’d set up just for that purpose,
written to an inbox I’d set up for the same reason.There is real evil in this world. I’ve seen it up
close. Hiding for the rest of my life would be an acceptable cost for avoiding that evil. If only it
weren’t everywhere . . .Then she nailed me with a challenge.Do you have the courage to go after
the evil that plagues me, even if it means that the job you’ve been hired to do is an extension of
that evil?Here are the names. Keegan, Sy Rollins, for sure. Don’t trust their close friends or
Keegan’s son. Keegan and Rollins are not just dirty, they are brutal. Evil sits in the Major Crimes
unit, making proclamations on people like me.I go back into my apartment and pull my computer
out of my bag. I open it and go to that inbox, checking to see if she’s contacted me again.
There’s nothing new, so I read back over the ones she’s already written.It pains me that Casey
doesn’t have God to turn to. I want that for her. Loneliness is too crushing a weight to bear alone.
Jesus never promised to erase his believers’ burdens, but he did vow to help carry them.I lie
down on the couch, staring up at the stained ceiling tiles, and pray for her. She doesn’t have to
be a follower to have God watch over her. As I pray, I feel his fondness for her. He sees in her
what I see.I wonder if she’s still driving. I hope she’s ditched the car by now, before Keegan’s
BOLO gets her pulled over. Maybe she’s found a safe place to sleep. I hope she’s still got cash to
get her through.I know I will find her again, and hopefully when I do, I can make it safe for her to



come back and confront her accusers.2DYLANI don’t mind admitting that Casey Cox is the
bravest person I’ve ever met, and I’ve known guys who’ve thrown themselves over grenades to
protect their brothers. But I can’t say that to Gordon Keegan or Sy Rollins, the police detectives
who have a bull’s-eye on Casey’s back. To them she’s a ticking bomb that has to be defused,
before she blows their illegally padded lives to kingdom come.Detective Keegan sits in my
passenger seat as I drive him back to his plane—the one he probably bought with blood money
—and I can feel the tension pulsing through the car. “I can’t believe you let her walk away,” he
says.My jaws ache as I lock down on my molars. “I was distracted by the screaming girl Cox was
trying to rescue and the violent man trying to kill her and her baby. It was simple triage. I tended
to the most dangerous situation first.”“But you knew it was Casey.” His lips are tight, compressed,
and his words are clipped. “It wasn’t one or the other. You could have gotten the girl and baby out
and still arrested Casey.”“In the heat of battle, things don’t always go as they should.”He shoots a
bullet of a look at me. “Don’t give me that heat of battle dreck. I fought in Desert Storm, but I was
on the front lines, not hiding behind a badge.”He knows nothing about what I did as a criminal
investigator in the army, so I don’t answer.“Back then we didn’t coddle our soldiers with some
overinflated excuse for putting their lives in neutral. When our guys came home, they had to work
and make something of themselves.”Really? I think. There was no PTSD in Desert Storm, or
Vietnam? In Korea? In the World Wars? It all started with the war on terror?Keegan is an even
bigger fool than I thought. I wonder what excuse he uses to justify his extortion and murder. Will
he use those defenses in his trial, when I finally nail him for all his sins?“I’ll find her,” I say. “Don’t
worry. I tracked her down here, didn’t I? I’m starting to understand her patterns and her thought
process. Every minute I spend with you is time I’m not going after her.”I get to the small airport
and pull into the parking lot in front of the building. Keegan shakes his head. “Just drive out onto
the tarmac. I’ll show you which plane I’m in.” As I pull around the building to the concrete pad, he
grabs his duffel bag out of the backseat.“Plane yours?” I ask him, scanning the twenty or so
planes lined up.He hesitates half a second, which I’m realizing is a tell. What follows is usually a
lie. “Belongs to a buddy. He lets me take it now and then.”I’ve known lots of pilots, and those who
own their own planes don’t loan them out like Weed Eaters. The insurance costs a mint and
doesn’t extend to occasional pilots, and logging extra hours results in more expensive
maintenance. But I don’t call him on it.“You ever thought of learning to fly, Dylan?”“Took lessons
when I was in college,” I say. “Got my license, but I haven’t flown in a few years.”He looks
disappointed. I want to tell him not to take it so hard, but I stay quiet as he points the way to his
Cessna 182.As he loads his stuff into the cargo bay of the single-engine plane, I write down his
tail number. He comes back to my car, leans in. “So what are you gonna do now?”“Go after her.
Keep looking.”“Naw,” he says. “Just come home. I don’t know if we’re gonna keep you on the
case. Besides, we have the attention of all the police departments in a five-state area now.
National news will jump all over this, probably make her identifiable anywhere she goes. We
don’t need you.”I don’t bother to tell him that Casey isn’t stupid, that she’ll change her identity
again. She probably already has. “I don’t work for you,” I say, keeping the edge from my voice. “I



work for the Paces.” Brent’s parents, who hired me as a PI to find the girl they’re certain
murdered their son, won’t be any happier than Keegan that I let her get away. But if anyone’s
going to fire me, it’ll have to be them.“We’ll see about that. Come home. Time to regroup and
reevaluate.”I nod. At least if I’m meeting him in Shreveport, that’s precious time that will allow
Casey to get farther away. “All right. I’ll start home right now. You want to meet tomorrow?”“Yeah.
Come to the department at one. That’ll give me time to talk to the chief and the Paces and see
where we are.”That’ll give me time to talk to them too. We shake hands, because if I don’t, he’ll
know I’m on to him. As I turn my car around, he starts his preflight checklist before the flight
home.I’ll be in the car most of the night, driving back home. But as I drive, I pray for Casey, that
she’ll have time to get well hidden before Keegan goes after her.It’s the wee hours by the time I
get home, and my apartment feels stale. The smell I noticed when I first moved in is apparent
again. I guess when you’re away from something for a few days, your olfactory senses sharpen
and are easily offended again when you come back.I check my fridge and my garbage disposal
drain to make sure nothing is rotting there. I squirt a dollop of dishwashing soap down the drain
and run the disposal for a minute, and the smell clears up, but the scent of previous tenants
doesn’t go away. I figure my brain will filter it out again in the next day or so.I open the doors to
my tiny balcony and step out to the rusted railing. Leaning out, I can see the parking lot where a
young couple is arguing through a car window. She’s threatening to leave, and he’s yelling at her.
When she pulls away, he curses after her. Then he storms into a downstairs apartment and
slams the door.Quiet again.I lower into the folding lawn chair that collects pollen, and put my feet
up on the plastic bin I’ve turned upside down to use as an ottoman. That old familiar dread
thickens the air, making it hard for me to breathe. My shrink calls it depression and wants to dig
deep into it.I’ve told her how disappointed I am in myself, that I feel lazy and useless since
coming back stateside, that I have no purpose. Funny how chasing Casey made me forget all
that. I did have purpose. I was trying to find the suspected killer of my childhood friend.Now I
have another purpose.I drop my feet and plant my elbows on my knees. Why does the thought of
keeping that secret deepen the dread? I’ll have to hide what I know until I can make a case that
can’t be ignored or swept under a rug. I don’t like lying to the Paces, who’ve been through
enough and who trust me, not only as a PI but as their longtime family friend. They expect me to
bring their son’s killer to justice.I will do that. It’s just that the person they’re paying me to find is
not his killer.I also don’t like what this will do to the Shreveport Police Department, where I hope
to work someday. I admire and respect cops, always have. There are good people in law
enforcement who have made a difference in my life. There are men and women who run toward
gunfire and screams and explosions, when everyone else runs from them. The corrupt ones
make it tough for those with courage and integrity.I don’t want to lower the Shreveport cops’
morale or paint them with a broad brush. I want my approach to be surgical, taking out the men
who deserve to be in prison, the ones who give cops a bad name, the ones who are dangerous.
I want the force to be rid of these, and make them an example to any others who use their
badges to terrorize and extort. And I want them to pay for every one of Brent’s stab wounds,



every lie they staged to cover up his murder, every moment that ticks by as they star in their own
fiction.But who am I to do all that? I’m damaged goods. I can’t even depend fully on my brain
these days.Still, I can’t back down now. Casey’s life depends on it.As my eyes close, I see her
eyes, when we stood face-to-face under a streetlamp. They were miles deep, filled with words
that she didn’t utter, words I would have loved to hear. I would have liked to tend to her injuries,
stare into that pretty face, and bask in the peace that came over me just by being close to her. I
think of those words she wrote me in an email from an account she’d set up just for that purpose,
written to an inbox I’d set up for the same reason.There is real evil in this world. I’ve seen it up
close. Hiding for the rest of my life would be an acceptable cost for avoiding that evil. If only it
weren’t everywhere . . .Then she nailed me with a challenge.Do you have the courage to go after
the evil that plagues me, even if it means that the job you’ve been hired to do is an extension of
that evil?Here are the names. Keegan, Sy Rollins, for sure. Don’t trust their close friends or
Keegan’s son. Keegan and Rollins are not just dirty, they are brutal. Evil sits in the Major Crimes
unit, making proclamations on people like me.I go back into my apartment and pull my computer
out of my bag. I open it and go to that inbox, checking to see if she’s contacted me again.
There’s nothing new, so I read back over the ones she’s already written.It pains me that Casey
doesn’t have God to turn to. I want that for her. Loneliness is too crushing a weight to bear alone.
Jesus never promised to erase his believers’ burdens, but he did vow to help carry them.I lie
down on the couch, staring up at the stained ceiling tiles, and pray for her. She doesn’t have to
be a follower to have God watch over her. As I pray, I feel his fondness for her. He sees in her
what I see.I wonder if she’s still driving. I hope she’s ditched the car by now, before Keegan’s
BOLO gets her pulled over. Maybe she’s found a safe place to sleep. I hope she’s still got cash to
get her through.I know I will find her again, and hopefully when I do, I can make it safe for her to
come back and confront her accusers.3CASEYI knew this time would come, so for the last
several weeks I’ve carried a bag in my trunk with some things I would need when I had to make a
fast getaway. I have hair color in three shades—black, red, and platinum blonde—along with
scissors, a couple of baseball caps, my cash, and some clothes. I knew when they came for me I
wouldn’t be able to go home. I would have to just drive away with whatever I had.Thank God I
had warning that they were closing in. I never returned to my apartment after that.The motel
bathroom is missing tiles over the tub, where moldy Sheetrock peeks through. The vinyl flooring
peels up around the base of the commode, showing more mold on the floor beneath it.I stand in
front of the mirror, trying to decide who I will be this time. My natural color is blonde. For the last
few weeks I’ve been a brunette.I cut my bangs first. I’ll figure out the rest of it later. I’d already cut
my hair to my jawline for Shady Grove, and I’m sure they have pictures of me with brown hair
now. I could hack it off shorter, but that might be too predictable, and once I cut it all off there’s
nowhere to go from there. I leave my bangs long enough to hang in my eyes, which I know will
take some getting used to. My eyes are the hardest part of me to disguise, mainly because
they’re almond-shaped and bigger than average. In Shady Grove I didn’t wear eye makeup,
because in the pictures of me that the police are circulating, I had on a little eyeliner. I don’t know



what to do this time. The change has to be significant—I can’t just look like version one or two of
me. I didn’t let anyone take a picture of me in Shady Grove but, even so, they’ll have security
video from places I’ve been. Chances are, no one has a clear enough picture of me as a
brunette for the media to use. They’ll keep using the blonde photo.I color my hair black, then
shower and rinse it out. I don’t like the look. I have the skin of a blonde, but it is what it is. By the
time I have it dried, I look like a different person. Doing my eyes with a smoky, dark look,
rounding my eyeliner so my eyes don’t look so almond, might change my look entirely. If I can
get the swelling to go down in my jaw and cover the bruising with makeup, I might not draw a
second look.I flush the clippings, then blow my hair dry and cut a little more.Tears spring to my
eyes as I work on the style, angling it slightly shorter in the back, teasing it messily at the roots. I
don’t know why I would cry over lost hair when I endure my lost life, but I can’t seem to help
myself.When I’ve done all I can to change my look, I set the clock next to the bed to wake me in
two hours. I’ll need to get rid of my car before daybreak. I dry my tears and fall quickly into a
deep sleep.I dream of a man kicking and swinging at me, smashing pain . . . then it morphs into
Brent’s dead body . . . then my dad’s. . . .When the alarm goes off I fly up, terrified. Where am I?
I’m shaking and my skin shines with sweat, but I remember I’m in a motel. I force myself out of
bed, brush my teeth, shower again, and muss my hair a little more. I make up the bed, leaving it
the way I found it, and steal quietly out to my car. I drive away without being seen, at least as far
as I can tell.Around five a.m. I find a truck stop open. Sweeping my bangs over my eyes, I go in
and buy some chips and a drink and a pay-go smartphone in a plastic container, along with a
card to put minutes on it. I activate it quickly and get it working. It already has a charge.Once it’s
working, I use the GPS to find the closest bus station, twenty miles away. I follow the directions
there. I find it easily just as the sun begins to come up.Should I leave my car in the parking lot
here—a dead giveaway that I took a bus somewhere—or park it somewhere else? I drive around
the area for a while until I find a bank’s parking garage. You don’t have to pay until you exit the
place, which I have no intention of doing. I leave my car there, hoping it will be a long time before
it’s sighted, then I walk back to the bus station wearing a white baseball cap, my bangs pulled
low over my eyes.The sun is up now as I get a schedule to see what’s going out. I need to get
back to Durant, Oklahoma, where I know I can get another driver’s license and fake name. It’s
possible I could find a place here to get one, but the fewer people I involve, the better. Besides,
I’m scared of the people I would have to encounter to get to the lawless underground in a place
like this. Though the man at Pedro’s Place in Durant breaks the law, he seems to have a
modicum of decency. I’m not afraid of him.It looks like I can take a bus to Dallas, then transfer to
a route that goes up to Durant. I think for a moment before buying the ticket. Did Dylan find out I
got a driver’s license there before? Will he think of me doing that again? Will Keegan?I don’t
think so. They know I went to Durant, but it’s doubtful that they know everything I did there.I think
about my look. I don’t like the black hair, but it’s not like there are fifty colors of hair to choose
from. I do a quick Google search for wigs and find several local places. As I find directions to the
closest one, it occurs to me that I can’t walk into any of them. Too risky. There are people—like



cancer victims—who would seem natural buying a wig, but not someone like me. It might raise
red flags.I look on Google again and find an online store based in New York. The synthetic wigs
look pretty good in the pictures, but again, if I wear a wig that’s obviously a wig, I’ll call attention
to myself. I’ll have to pay more for real hair.I scroll through their product images and find long
wigs with bangs in both blonde and brunette. I click Add to Cart for both of them, then go back
and find a short, clean cut in strawberry blonde. I add that one too. The total comes to over a
thousand dollars. How am I going to pay for it? I have the cash, but no credit card.I call the
customer service number and ask if I can send them a money order. They tell me I can, so I
place the order. When they ask where I want it mailed, I hesitate again. I’m heading for Durant,
so maybe they should ship it there. But I don’t know which motel.I put the phone on speaker,
then thumb-navigate my way back to Google and put in “Pedro’s Place, Durant, OK.” Up comes
the restaurant where I got my fake ID a few months ago. I give them Pedro’s address. Then I tell
them I want it FedExed to him as soon as they receive the payment. I’ll add the cost to my money
order.I go to the post office, wearing my baseball cap and keeping my head down to avoid
security cameras, and purchase a money order. Then I find a FedEx store and pay cash to
overnight the money to the wig store.Everything has to be so complicated. I have to think ahead,
plan it all out, imagine what could go wrong. But I’m tired. Part of me just wants to let them find
me if they’re going to.No, that’s stupid. I have to hide. I can’t let Keegan and his demons murder
me.I take a taxi back to the bus station. The bus is leaving at nine a.m., so I sit in the bathroom in
the wheelchair stall until closer to time. I’m so tired that I can’t even cry.Finally, I get on the bus
and sit near the back, right in front of the bathroom. I take the aisle seat, hoping no one will want
to sit with me. I plug my earbuds into my new phone, but then I realize I don’t have music on it. As
the bus is boarding, I download a Pandora app, create a free account under a fake name, and
find a station I like. I wish I could transfer my listening preferences from my own account. What’s
the point in all those thumbs-ups if I can’t use them? I guess I’m destined to be someone who
has her music chosen for her.The music lulls me to sleep before the bus even takes off, and I
sleep for several hours. When I wake, my soul feels blanched at the reality that the last twenty-
four hours—or the last few weeks—can’t be erased by waking up.3CASEYI knew this time would
come, so for the last several weeks I’ve carried a bag in my trunk with some things I would need
when I had to make a fast getaway. I have hair color in three shades—black, red, and platinum
blonde—along with scissors, a couple of baseball caps, my cash, and some clothes. I knew
when they came for me I wouldn’t be able to go home. I would have to just drive away with
whatever I had.Thank God I had warning that they were closing in. I never returned to my
apartment after that.The motel bathroom is missing tiles over the tub, where moldy Sheetrock
peeks through. The vinyl flooring peels up around the base of the commode, showing more mold
on the floor beneath it.I stand in front of the mirror, trying to decide who I will be this time. My
natural color is blonde. For the last few weeks I’ve been a brunette.I cut my bangs first. I’ll figure
out the rest of it later. I’d already cut my hair to my jawline for Shady Grove, and I’m sure they
have pictures of me with brown hair now. I could hack it off shorter, but that might be too



predictable, and once I cut it all off there’s nowhere to go from there. I leave my bangs long
enough to hang in my eyes, which I know will take some getting used to. My eyes are the hardest
part of me to disguise, mainly because they’re almond-shaped and bigger than average. In
Shady Grove I didn’t wear eye makeup, because in the pictures of me that the police are
circulating, I had on a little eyeliner. I don’t know what to do this time. The change has to be
significant—I can’t just look like version one or two of me. I didn’t let anyone take a picture of me
in Shady Grove but, even so, they’ll have security video from places I’ve been. Chances are, no
one has a clear enough picture of me as a brunette for the media to use. They’ll keep using the
blonde photo.I color my hair black, then shower and rinse it out. I don’t like the look. I have the
skin of a blonde, but it is what it is. By the time I have it dried, I look like a different person. Doing
my eyes with a smoky, dark look, rounding my eyeliner so my eyes don’t look so almond, might
change my look entirely. If I can get the swelling to go down in my jaw and cover the bruising with
makeup, I might not draw a second look.I flush the clippings, then blow my hair dry and cut a
little more.Tears spring to my eyes as I work on the style, angling it slightly shorter in the back,
teasing it messily at the roots. I don’t know why I would cry over lost hair when I endure my lost
life, but I can’t seem to help myself.When I’ve done all I can to change my look, I set the clock
next to the bed to wake me in two hours. I’ll need to get rid of my car before daybreak. I dry my
tears and fall quickly into a deep sleep.I dream of a man kicking and swinging at me, smashing
pain . . . then it morphs into Brent’s dead body . . . then my dad’s. . . .When the alarm goes off I fly
up, terrified. Where am I? I’m shaking and my skin shines with sweat, but I remember I’m in a
motel. I force myself out of bed, brush my teeth, shower again, and muss my hair a little more. I
make up the bed, leaving it the way I found it, and steal quietly out to my car. I drive away without
being seen, at least as far as I can tell.Around five a.m. I find a truck stop open. Sweeping my
bangs over my eyes, I go in and buy some chips and a drink and a pay-go smartphone in a
plastic container, along with a card to put minutes on it. I activate it quickly and get it working. It
already has a charge.Once it’s working, I use the GPS to find the closest bus station, twenty
miles away. I follow the directions there. I find it easily just as the sun begins to come up.Should I
leave my car in the parking lot here—a dead giveaway that I took a bus somewhere—or park it
somewhere else? I drive around the area for a while until I find a bank’s parking garage. You
don’t have to pay until you exit the place, which I have no intention of doing. I leave my car there,
hoping it will be a long time before it’s sighted, then I walk back to the bus station wearing a
white baseball cap, my bangs pulled low over my eyes.The sun is up now as I get a schedule to
see what’s going out. I need to get back to Durant, Oklahoma, where I know I can get another
driver’s license and fake name. It’s possible I could find a place here to get one, but the fewer
people I involve, the better. Besides, I’m scared of the people I would have to encounter to get to
the lawless underground in a place like this. Though the man at Pedro’s Place in Durant breaks
the law, he seems to have a modicum of decency. I’m not afraid of him.It looks like I can take a
bus to Dallas, then transfer to a route that goes up to Durant. I think for a moment before buying
the ticket. Did Dylan find out I got a driver’s license there before? Will he think of me doing that



again? Will Keegan?I don’t think so. They know I went to Durant, but it’s doubtful that they know
everything I did there.I think about my look. I don’t like the black hair, but it’s not like there are fifty
colors of hair to choose from. I do a quick Google search for wigs and find several local places.
As I find directions to the closest one, it occurs to me that I can’t walk into any of them. Too risky.
There are people—like cancer victims—who would seem natural buying a wig, but not someone
like me. It might raise red flags.I look on Google again and find an online store based in New
York. The synthetic wigs look pretty good in the pictures, but again, if I wear a wig that’s
obviously a wig, I’ll call attention to myself. I’ll have to pay more for real hair.I scroll through their
product images and find long wigs with bangs in both blonde and brunette. I click Add to Cart for
both of them, then go back and find a short, clean cut in strawberry blonde. I add that one too.
The total comes to over a thousand dollars. How am I going to pay for it? I have the cash, but no
credit card.I call the customer service number and ask if I can send them a money order. They
tell me I can, so I place the order. When they ask where I want it mailed, I hesitate again. I’m
heading for Durant, so maybe they should ship it there. But I don’t know which motel.I put the
phone on speaker, then thumb-navigate my way back to Google and put in “Pedro’s Place,
Durant, OK.” Up comes the restaurant where I got my fake ID a few months ago. I give them
Pedro’s address. Then I tell them I want it FedExed to him as soon as they receive the payment.
I’ll add the cost to my money order.I go to the post office, wearing my baseball cap and keeping
my head down to avoid security cameras, and purchase a money order. Then I find a FedEx
store and pay cash to overnight the money to the wig store.Everything has to be so complicated.
I have to think ahead, plan it all out, imagine what could go wrong. But I’m tired. Part of me just
wants to let them find me if they’re going to.No, that’s stupid. I have to hide. I can’t let Keegan
and his demons murder me.I take a taxi back to the bus station. The bus is leaving at nine a.m.,
so I sit in the bathroom in the wheelchair stall until closer to time. I’m so tired that I can’t even
cry.Finally, I get on the bus and sit near the back, right in front of the bathroom. I take the aisle
seat, hoping no one will want to sit with me. I plug my earbuds into my new phone, but then I
realize I don’t have music on it. As the bus is boarding, I download a Pandora app, create a free
account under a fake name, and find a station I like. I wish I could transfer my listening
preferences from my own account. What’s the point in all those thumbs-ups if I can’t use them? I
guess I’m destined to be someone who has her music chosen for her.The music lulls me to
sleep before the bus even takes off, and I sleep for several hours. When I wake, my soul feels
blanched at the reality that the last twenty-four hours—or the last few weeks—can’t be erased by
waking up.4DYLANI don’t understand how that girl is being credited with heroism.” Jim Pace’s
words come with the rasp of deep grief. “She’s a cold-blooded killer, and they’re sensationalizing
it and making it sound like she saved that girl.”He backs up the video and replays the Fox News
coverage of what happened in Shady Grove. Keegan and Rollins sit across from him and Elise
at Jim’s square conference room table, and the chief, the captain, and I sit at the end opposite
the TV. “That girl broke into that house,” Keegan says, “not once, but twice. She’s a thief, not a
savior.”I stay silent, rigid, looking down at my hands. If I defend her now, it’ll all be over. They’ll



take me off the case and I’ll have no chance of protecting her.“Dylan, you were there,” Elise says,
teary-eyed. “Can’t you tell the media what a horrible person she is? Can’t you explain to them
what she did to our boy?”I draw in a deep, ragged breath. “I don’t know that my going on TV is
going to help us find her,” I say. “I need to stay under the radar. If people recognize me, she could
be tipped off when I get close.”“What is she, a spy?” Jim demands. “How could she evade the
law this long? It’s like she’s been trained by the CIA or something. I don’t get it. She was living
there in plain sight. Going to work every day, talking to people.”“Her dad was a cop,” I say. “She
must’ve picked up a few things.”“Jim, the media in those areas weren’t showing what they were
showing here,” Chief Gates says. “But trust me, now that it’s gotten national attention, she’s
going to be recognized wherever she goes. Someone will turn her in.”“I don’t know about that,” I
say. “She’ll change her appearance. Probably has already.”“Still,” Elise says. “She’s recognizable
with those eyes. That’s why they’re making her the story of the week. Because of how she
looks.”I look at my hands again.The chief looks like he hasn’t slept in days. He rubs his eyes.
“Jim, Elise, I know it’s disappointing that we were so close and she got away, but I assure you
that we’re going to find her.”Keegan points to me with a thumb. “He’s the one who let her walk
away. Let’s face it, we don’t need a PI to find her. Let Sy and me work on it. If you’re willing to pay
travel expenses for him, pay them for us instead and we can bring her back.”Captain Swayze,
who hasn’t been in the meetings until now, speaks up. “We can free them up for a few days,
Chief. I say let them go.”I hold my breath, waiting to be fired.But the chief bristles. “No. We don’t
have the manpower or the budget. Too many open cases here. I can’t take two of my Major
Crimes detectives out of the rotation.”Jim clears his throat and looks at me. I brace myself. “Truth
is, Dylan found her,” he says. “Nobody else did.”I seize that. “I’ll find her again, and I promise you
that I’ll get justice for Brent.”Keegan hasn’t given up. “Look, with all due respect, this guy has
problems. I’m sorry to say this, Dylan, but I think what happened is that the situation triggered
your PTSD.”“My PTSD is under control,” I say, though I only wish that were true.“Right. That’s
why the army discharged you.”That slices into me. “Honorably,” I say, though I know everyone
knows that.Keegan takes another tack. “You understand, don’t you, that she stabbed your son
five times in places sure to kill him? She had to plan that, research it. Even one of those wounds
would have—”“Stop,” I cut in. Elise’s face is white, and I know that each image he paints in her
mind is like a lethal wound to her.“Detective,” Jim says, “you don’t have to remind us what that
girl did.”“I’m sorry,” Keegan says, “but I want to underscore how urgent this is. For all we know,
the Cox girl was working with that kidnapper in Shady Grove. She has to have help or she
wouldn’t be hidden so well. They’re making her look like some kind of hero, but you’re telling me
she just stumbled onto a girl who’d been kidnapped for two years? Sounds fishy to me.
Something’s not adding up.”“There’s no evidence that she knows him,” I say quickly. “The Shady
Grove police have confirmed the kidnapped girl’s story. When Casey was arrested for breaking
in the first time, she explained how she learned the girl was with him. They didn’t take it seriously
enough. Remember, I was there. Casey broke in to get the girl out. She’d been trying to get her
out for days.”“You defending her?” Captain Swayze accuses.“Of course I’m not, but you can’t



change the facts just because they don’t serve us. She’s calculating, yes, but she doesn’t fit the
profile of a psychopath. She risked exposure to save that girl.”Everyone protests at once, but I
raise my voice over theirs. “It’s important that we profile her with a clear head. That’s how I was
trained. She is what she is.”Keegan cuts in before anyone else can. “He’s right.”Stunned, I turn to
him.“She probably isn’t a psychopath. Maybe she has some deep, obsessive sense of justice.
Maybe she thought Brent was doing something unjust, so she was obsessively righting a
wrong.”Everyone takes that in. I stay quiet, suspicious.“Her mother has OCD off the charts. It
probably runs in the family.”“A genetic link to OCD isn’t settled science,” I clip out, since I’ve
already researched that. “Experts disagree on that. And her friends and family didn’t see any
signs of mental illness in her.”“Do you hear this?” Sy asks the chief, speaking for the first time.
“He sounds like her defense lawyer. Whose side are you on, Dylan?”I shake my head. “Not a
defense attorney. I sound like an investigator helping you prepare the case you’ll turn over to the
DA. Do you want a solid case or not?”“You weren’t hired to help us prepare our case,” Keegan
says. “You were hired to bring her back. That’s it.”The veins in my temple are pulsing. “I’m not a
bounty hunter. I’m a cop.”“You’re neither,” Keegan shouts over me.“Shut up!” the chief says, and
we all turn to him. “Dylan’s perfectly within his charge to investigate and record evidence in this
case while he searches for her, and frankly, detectives, I hope you’re more informed than you
appear right now. So get off this guy’s back. Dylan got closer to her than you did. Jim, I agree
that we need to let him keep working on it, and I appreciate your providing the resources to do
that.”Jim stares at me with those tired eyes. “Dylan, I trust you,” he says. “I want you to stay
on.”“Thank you,” I say. “I won’t let you down.”Keegan leans back hard in his chair. “Already
did.”“That’s enough,” the chief snaps. “It’s decided. Dylan, let us know what you need. Stay in
touch with Keegan and Rollins—share whatever evidence you come across—and if you need
anything beyond that, you know how to reach me. This case is a priority to me, and I’ll do
whatever I can. Let’s get this done.”We all say cordial goodbyes. Jim asks me to hang back when
they leave so he can pay me and give me more money for my travel expenses. I wait outside
Jim’s office while he finishes talking to Gates. When he comes out, he hands me a check.“I’m
glad you’re staying on, Dylan,” he says. “I don’t mind telling you, Keegan rubs me the wrong way.
Rollins, he may be a decent guy, but he doesn’t say much. Sometimes I think I smell alcohol on
his breath. But Detective Keegan . . . Has he been hard to work with?”“He’s got a bold
personality,” I evade. “But I can work with anybody. It’ll be all right. I think he has a personal stake
in finding her.”He clearly thinks I’m talking about his ego. If he only knew what the real stake is.“I
want you to have everything you need,” he says. “Charter a plane again if you need to. Call me if
you need to get a flight. The second you locate her, get there as fast as you can.”I assure him I
will. As I walk out, I wonder again if I should have told Jim the whole truth. Would he believe me?
No, of course not. There’s nothing right now that will convince them that the girl whose DNA was
at the scene of their son’s murder isn’t a killer. Why would they sympathize with her? And you
can’t go making accusations about cops without having a lot of evidence to back them up. I can’t
get that evidence unless things stay as they are for now.As I walk out to my car, I see Keegan



pulling out of the parking lot. He gives me a look out his window, and a chill runs down my spine.
I shove on my sunglasses and pretend I didn’t see it.4DYLANI don’t understand how that girl is
being credited with heroism.” Jim Pace’s words come with the rasp of deep grief. “She’s a cold-
blooded killer, and they’re sensationalizing it and making it sound like she saved that girl.”He
backs up the video and replays the Fox News coverage of what happened in Shady Grove.
Keegan and Rollins sit across from him and Elise at Jim’s square conference room table, and
the chief, the captain, and I sit at the end opposite the TV. “That girl broke into that house,”
Keegan says, “not once, but twice. She’s a thief, not a savior.”I stay silent, rigid, looking down at
my hands. If I defend her now, it’ll all be over. They’ll take me off the case and I’ll have no chance
of protecting her.“Dylan, you were there,” Elise says, teary-eyed. “Can’t you tell the media what a
horrible person she is? Can’t you explain to them what she did to our boy?”I draw in a deep,
ragged breath. “I don’t know that my going on TV is going to help us find her,” I say. “I need to
stay under the radar. If people recognize me, she could be tipped off when I get close.”“What is
she, a spy?” Jim demands. “How could she evade the law this long? It’s like she’s been trained
by the CIA or something. I don’t get it. She was living there in plain sight. Going to work every
day, talking to people.”“Her dad was a cop,” I say. “She must’ve picked up a few things.”“Jim, the
media in those areas weren’t showing what they were showing here,” Chief Gates says. “But trust
me, now that it’s gotten national attention, she’s going to be recognized wherever she goes.
Someone will turn her in.”“I don’t know about that,” I say. “She’ll change her appearance.
Probably has already.”“Still,” Elise says. “She’s recognizable with those eyes. That’s why they’re
making her the story of the week. Because of how she looks.”I look at my hands again.The chief
looks like he hasn’t slept in days. He rubs his eyes. “Jim, Elise, I know it’s disappointing that we
were so close and she got away, but I assure you that we’re going to find her.”Keegan points to
me with a thumb. “He’s the one who let her walk away. Let’s face it, we don’t need a PI to find her.
Let Sy and me work on it. If you’re willing to pay travel expenses for him, pay them for us instead
and we can bring her back.”Captain Swayze, who hasn’t been in the meetings until now, speaks
up. “We can free them up for a few days, Chief. I say let them go.”I hold my breath, waiting to be
fired.But the chief bristles. “No. We don’t have the manpower or the budget. Too many open
cases here. I can’t take two of my Major Crimes detectives out of the rotation.”Jim clears his
throat and looks at me. I brace myself. “Truth is, Dylan found her,” he says. “Nobody else did.”I
seize that. “I’ll find her again, and I promise you that I’ll get justice for Brent.”Keegan hasn’t given
up. “Look, with all due respect, this guy has problems. I’m sorry to say this, Dylan, but I think
what happened is that the situation triggered your PTSD.”“My PTSD is under control,” I say,
though I only wish that were true.“Right. That’s why the army discharged you.”That slices into
me. “Honorably,” I say, though I know everyone knows that.Keegan takes another tack. “You
understand, don’t you, that she stabbed your son five times in places sure to kill him? She had to
plan that, research it. Even one of those wounds would have—”“Stop,” I cut in. Elise’s face is
white, and I know that each image he paints in her mind is like a lethal wound to her.“Detective,”
Jim says, “you don’t have to remind us what that girl did.”“I’m sorry,” Keegan says, “but I want to



underscore how urgent this is. For all we know, the Cox girl was working with that kidnapper in
Shady Grove. She has to have help or she wouldn’t be hidden so well. They’re making her look
like some kind of hero, but you’re telling me she just stumbled onto a girl who’d been kidnapped
for two years? Sounds fishy to me. Something’s not adding up.”“There’s no evidence that she
knows him,” I say quickly. “The Shady Grove police have confirmed the kidnapped girl’s story.
When Casey was arrested for breaking in the first time, she explained how she learned the girl
was with him. They didn’t take it seriously enough. Remember, I was there. Casey broke in to get
the girl out. She’d been trying to get her out for days.”“You defending her?” Captain Swayze
accuses.“Of course I’m not, but you can’t change the facts just because they don’t serve us.
She’s calculating, yes, but she doesn’t fit the profile of a psychopath. She risked exposure to
save that girl.”Everyone protests at once, but I raise my voice over theirs. “It’s important that we
profile her with a clear head. That’s how I was trained. She is what she is.”Keegan cuts in before
anyone else can. “He’s right.”Stunned, I turn to him.“She probably isn’t a psychopath. Maybe she
has some deep, obsessive sense of justice. Maybe she thought Brent was doing something
unjust, so she was obsessively righting a wrong.”Everyone takes that in. I stay quiet,
suspicious.“Her mother has OCD off the charts. It probably runs in the family.”“A genetic link to
OCD isn’t settled science,” I clip out, since I’ve already researched that. “Experts disagree on
that. And her friends and family didn’t see any signs of mental illness in her.”“Do you hear this?”
Sy asks the chief, speaking for the first time. “He sounds like her defense lawyer. Whose side are
you on, Dylan?”I shake my head. “Not a defense attorney. I sound like an investigator helping you
prepare the case you’ll turn over to the DA. Do you want a solid case or not?”“You weren’t hired
to help us prepare our case,” Keegan says. “You were hired to bring her back. That’s it.”The veins
in my temple are pulsing. “I’m not a bounty hunter. I’m a cop.”“You’re neither,” Keegan shouts over
me.“Shut up!” the chief says, and we all turn to him. “Dylan’s perfectly within his charge to
investigate and record evidence in this case while he searches for her, and frankly, detectives, I
hope you’re more informed than you appear right now. So get off this guy’s back. Dylan got
closer to her than you did. Jim, I agree that we need to let him keep working on it, and I
appreciate your providing the resources to do that.”Jim stares at me with those tired eyes.
“Dylan, I trust you,” he says. “I want you to stay on.”“Thank you,” I say. “I won’t let you
down.”Keegan leans back hard in his chair. “Already did.”“That’s enough,” the chief snaps. “It’s
decided. Dylan, let us know what you need. Stay in touch with Keegan and Rollins—share
whatever evidence you come across—and if you need anything beyond that, you know how to
reach me. This case is a priority to me, and I’ll do whatever I can. Let’s get this done.”We all say
cordial goodbyes. Jim asks me to hang back when they leave so he can pay me and give me
more money for my travel expenses. I wait outside Jim’s office while he finishes talking to Gates.
When he comes out, he hands me a check.“I’m glad you’re staying on, Dylan,” he says. “I don’t
mind telling you, Keegan rubs me the wrong way. Rollins, he may be a decent guy, but he
doesn’t say much. Sometimes I think I smell alcohol on his breath. But Detective Keegan . . . Has
he been hard to work with?”“He’s got a bold personality,” I evade. “But I can work with anybody.



It’ll be all right. I think he has a personal stake in finding her.”He clearly thinks I’m talking about
his ego. If he only knew what the real stake is.“I want you to have everything you need,” he says.
“Charter a plane again if you need to. Call me if you need to get a flight. The second you locate
her, get there as fast as you can.”I assure him I will. As I walk out, I wonder again if I should have
told Jim the whole truth. Would he believe me? No, of course not. There’s nothing right now that
will convince them that the girl whose DNA was at the scene of their son’s murder isn’t a killer.
Why would they sympathize with her? And you can’t go making accusations about cops without
having a lot of evidence to back them up. I can’t get that evidence unless things stay as they are
for now.As I walk out to my car, I see Keegan pulling out of the parking lot. He gives me a look
out his window, and a chill runs down my spine. I shove on my sunglasses and pretend I didn’t
see it.5DYLANThe look Keegan gave me as he left Jim Pace’s parking lot gives me a sick
feeling. He’s a dangerous man, and if he senses that I’m not on his side or that I don’t buy his
story, I’ll be as dead as Brent. When I’m a couple of miles away from the Pace house, I pull over
at a Burger King and open my laptop. I sign on to their Wi-Fi and copy the files I’ve compiled
about Brent onto the thumb drive Casey sent me weeks ago, the one with all of Brent’s research.
Then I delete the files from my email account and hard drive.I copy the files from that thumb
drive onto another. Then I drive to my bank, rent a safe deposit box, and leave the original thumb
drive there. I take the key with me, trying to decide who to give it to. Who can be trusted?My
shrink? I could tell her that if I wind up dead, I want her to get the evidence to the FBI or the state
police. But that sounds a little paranoid, like that Mel Gibson character in Conspiracy Theory. I
don’t want her thinking my PTSD has escalated to a whole new level.I could give the key to
Hannah, Casey’s sister, but I feel like she already has the evidence. I know she’s sent Casey a
package already. It was probably this very drive.I could give it to the Paces, but I don’t know that
they would be able to keep themselves from going to see what’s in there.There’s no one I can
trust enough.The thought dips me back into depression, but I force myself out. I can’t go there. I
have to act. I’ll figure out what to do with the key at some point, but I can’t let it hang me up
now.Department resources or not, Keegan and Rollins are going after her. They have their own
resources, which is part of the problem.At some point, I need to email Casey again so we can
compare notes. If I can make her trust me, maybe she’ll tell me where she is.Yeah, and pigs fly. I
know I’m fantasizing now.My phone chimes as I get to my apartment. I look at the readout and
groan. My mother. I consider not picking up, but before the fourth ring, I click Accept. “Hey, Mom.”
I know my voice sounds flat.“You haven’t called me in weeks. I wanted to see if you’re dead.”“No,
Mom, I’m not dead.”“You would think you’d be in touch more often after being gone for so long.
It’s not like you’re busy.”5DYLANThe look Keegan gave me as he left Jim Pace’s parking lot gives
me a sick feeling. He’s a dangerous man, and if he senses that I’m not on his side or that I don’t
buy his story, I’ll be as dead as Brent. When I’m a couple of miles away from the Pace house, I
pull over at a Burger King and open my laptop. I sign on to their Wi-Fi and copy the files I’ve
compiled about Brent onto the thumb drive Casey sent me weeks ago, the one with all of Brent’s
research. Then I delete the files from my email account and hard drive.I copy the files from that



thumb drive onto another. Then I drive to my bank, rent a safe deposit box, and leave the original
thumb drive there. I take the key with me, trying to decide who to give it to. Who can be trusted?
My shrink? I could tell her that if I wind up dead, I want her to get the evidence to the FBI or the
state police. But that sounds a little paranoid, like that Mel Gibson character in Conspiracy
Theory. I don’t want her thinking my PTSD has escalated to a whole new level.I could give the
key to Hannah, Casey’s sister, but I feel like she already has the evidence. I know she’s sent
Casey a package already. It was probably this very drive.I could give it to the Paces, but I don’t
know that they would be able to keep themselves from going to see what’s in there.There’s no
one I can trust enough.The thought dips me back into depression, but I force myself out. I can’t
go there. I have to act. I’ll figure out what to do with the key at some point, but I can’t let it hang
me up now.Department resources or not, Keegan and Rollins are going after her. They have
their own resources, which is part of the problem.At some point, I need to email Casey again so
we can compare notes. If I can make her trust me, maybe she’ll tell me where she is.Yeah, and
pigs fly. I know I’m fantasizing now.My phone chimes as I get to my apartment. I look at the
readout and groan. My mother. I consider not picking up, but before the fourth ring, I click
Accept. “Hey, Mom.” I know my voice sounds flat.“You haven’t called me in weeks. I wanted to
see if you’re dead.”“No, Mom, I’m not dead.”“You would think you’d be in touch more often after
being gone for so long. It’s not like you’re busy.”
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Ebook Library Reader, “Couldn’t put the book down. I didn’t realize that it was a trilogy but of
course I had to buy the set. Highly recommend this series.”

Bright003, “Addicting and Fast paced. 4.5 Stars “With the practice of intentional gratitude, there
is no time for regrets about the past, or worries about the future. There is only thankfulness for
the here and now.”What a fantastic sequel to this addicting fast moving series. I think this was
even better than the first book. I just love Casey as a main character and Dylan. The raw
emotional connections you can feel through each new trial as they try and figure out how to get
through this together while both fighting personal demons on their own. This is the type of series
you will not want to put down and it will have the reader fumbling through the pages trying to find
out what will happen next. Highly recommend! Looking forward to the final book.”

Vicki Brown, “Jjustice finally comes.. It is a home run for Terri Blackstock. It was captivating from
beginning to end. I just had to keep reading. I could hardly put it down. I would recommend it to
anybody.  I am reading the second  book, "If I'm Found ".  It is just as good as "If I Run".”

A. Thompson, “Suspense, mystery, romance a perfect combination. I LOVED the characters in
this series.The suspense and mystery build in a wonderful logical way. Still the final pages are a
surprise.I wanted to quickly begin the next book.I wish I had a book club or friends to discuss
with.I am giving all five stars.By the end of the third book I would give the stars.Highly
recommended.”

G Anderson, “Highly suspenseful and dangerous time. I want to say that this series has to be
read in order and I have read the whole series this week. I have been saving the first two and
just obtained the ARC of the third one, If I Live, from NetGalley. That would be the ideal way to
read them since one starts off where the prior one ends.In the first book, If I Run, Casey Cox is
framed by corrupt cops for the death of her best friend, Brent Pace. She knows who has done it
because Brent has been digging into the death of Casey's father that occurred when Casey was
twelve years old and found his body hanging from the ceiling fan, Before he died, Brent sent a
flash drive to Casey. Her landlord gave it to Hannah, Casey's sister, who sent it to Casey. Andy
Cox was a cop whose death was ruled suicide but his family knows that he would never kill
himself. When Casey found Brent's body, she left town knowing that she would be accused of
the murder. She has been doing what she can to stay alive by getting false driver's license and
social security cards so that she can work to make money to live.We met Dylan Roberts in the
first book. He grew up with Brent and was hired by the Pace family to find Casey and bring her
back to the Shreveport Police Department to stand trial. Dylan has decided that Casey might be
innocent, based on the flash drive that Casey sent to Dylan. With his background as a criminal
investigator in the Army, he is investigating cops in the department that are implicated in the



flash drive and by Casey. He is covertly helping Casey while pretending to be trying to bring her
in. The journey continues to be a wild ride full of moments of danger and near capture. I had
trouble putting these books down. Terri Blackstock is a great writer. She knows how to write
suspense that keeps you on the edge of your seat. I highly recommend this series.”

dmself, “As usual: a fantastic read!. If you haven't read If I Run, that's okay, but you would lose a
little bit of the story and some parts of this book wouldn't make sense. I like books that run in a
trilogy where book two picks up where book one left off, and book three picks up immediately
after two. (Waiting patiently for book three).Terri Blackstock delivers another wonderful story that
kept me reading into the early morning hours and turning the pages to see what would happen.
With If I'm Found, the small story plot that Casey finds herself involved in isn't as intimate as the
previous book. She is more of that outside observer who makes a difference through secondary
resources.Again, I am enjoying a character who is feminine and yet not helpless. Casey Cox is
portrayed as a strong Southern woman who doesn't cower before an adversary. I can't help but
feel my heart speed up with every close call.Dylan is a man I'm beginning to admire greatly. His
own shortcomings make me more human and real to me. He isn't this chiseled, perfect
specimen swooping in to save the damsel. He's a man of God determined to bring justice to the
wrongs committed.Terri Blackstock also portrays the mind of a soulless man well without giving
in to compromise and using vulgar or coarse language. This heightens the tension of the story
and gives it an elevation that made me read faster and spurred me on this suspenseful journey.If
I'm Found superseded If I Run. And I'm extremely excited, but still willing to be patient, to read
the next installment and see how the story will conclude. As always, another great book by a
truly wonderful author.”

Norma Adler, “If I'm Found is superb.. Another great book from Terri Black stock. As always faith
in Christ is the overriding theme. Terri never disappoints in a book one can't put down until the
last word and there's always a God message that stays with the reader.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Page turner. Never written a review, but just finished both books in this
series and I really enjoyed them. I like a Christian themed book, especially if they have some grit
in them and use the Christian message sensitivity. These books tick the boxes in both ways.The
characters are believable and the secondary stories in both books create extra tension.I
normally get a series when they are complete so I can read one after the other, so am really
disappointed that I have to wait for the next one.”

Eunice Smith, “Absolutely Brilliant. I just finished reading this book and can only say WOW. This
brilliantly written novel was hard to put down. It just kept going from intense to intense as Casey's
life unfolded and as she started to understand something of God's love and care it only added to
the story. Where to now... Can't wait for "If I Live"... and a whole 12 months to wait. I also want to



add that the "Author's Note" on "intentional gratitude" is a must read We do take so much for
granted.”

Allie, “The author is amazing anyway, and I hate the cliffhanger at the .... Wow, wow, wow, wow,
wow!! The author is amazing anyway, and I hate the cliffhanger at the end of each novel in the
series, but that's what makes her a great author, right? Really recommend the If I Run Series.
However, make sure you have the time to read them because you won't want stop!”

Manon Corriveau Côté, “Ce roman est le premier d'une autre série captivante signée .... Ce
roman est le premier d'une autre série captivante signée Terri Blackstock. Les personnages sont
attachants et le rythme laisse peu de répit. J'ai très hâte de lire la suite "If I'm found".”

Ebook Library Reader, “I enjoyed the book. I enjoyed the book, sometimes not quite believable,
but I will definatley be purchasing the third book when it comes out. I did have problems with the
physical book - many of the pages were not cut on the top edge so you could not turn pages.
Several pages tore as I was trying to cut through the folded edges (with a nail file as I was on
vacation and did not have a knife or scissors handy).”

The book by Terri Blackstock has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 1,650 people have provided feedback.
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